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Rationale.—The American society is a dynamic, changing one in 
which knowledge increases rapidly and unpredictably. Technological ad¬ 
vances have made available machines, products for everyday living, and 
instruments which have wide application in both industry and education. 
Federal support for education has made possible experimentation and re¬ 
search involving revised curricula for the elementary school and, at 
the same time, textbook companies have continued to publish new material 
involving the latest developments in education. Therefore, in order to 
make predictions about the future, we need some information for extra¬ 
polation.^ One could take as the first factor the situation in the mathe¬ 
matics classroom a generation ago and compare it with a second factor, 
the present situation. These two factors should give us a trend line 
from which to conjecture the situation of the near future. 
If one considered the objectives of elementary school mathematics 
a generation ago it would be noted that rote memorization of rules, short¬ 
cuts and mechnical manipulation in computation were considered satisfac¬ 
tory achievements. But for the present generation, the objectives are 
■^-Donovan A. Johnson, "Next Steps in School Mathematics," The 
Arithmetic Teacher, XIV (March, 1967), p. 18£. 
1 
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different, for they include computational skills and mastery of ideas. 
Facts are still needed but the emphasis is on computation with under¬ 
standing, the understanding of concepts, the structure of the number sys¬ 
tem, and the ability to solve problems. For the future, mathematics in¬ 
struction must be broader and more inclusive than in the past if it is 
to meet the increasing demands for mathematic competence.^ It must de¬ 
velop more than vocabulary, facts, principles, the ability to analyze a 
problem situation and build an understanding of the logical structure of 
mathematics. More research is needed to determine how our society will 
meet the demands of the future although we already know that the future 
will require broader objectives such as creativeness, habits, attitudes 
2 
and values. 
As attempts are made to improve the present mathematics instruc¬ 
tion, signs of caution are appearing even with all the national emphasis, 
but research continues to indicate a need to change from the traditional 
approach. Max Beberman, one of the early developers of a modern mathe¬ 
matics program has been troubled about the possibility that we may have 
gone too far with "new math" in the elementary grades at the cost of 
ability to compute. Beberman's advice is to be conservative; to go slow¬ 
ly; to get the teacher ready beforehand; to introduce "new math" gradu¬ 
al 




Francis J. Mueller, "The Public Image of New Mathematics," The 
Mathematics Teacher, LIX (November, 1966), p. 621. 
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that the modern approach to teaching mathematics presents a real chal¬ 
lenge to elementary teachers as they make this transition from tradi¬ 
tional to modern mathematics. 
Finally, it must be realized that as students move from the ele¬ 
mentary grades into high school, they will be confronted with varied 
levels of instruction and courses of study in modem mathematics. Many 
students will find teaching methods, techniques, and learning theories 
far different from their elementary encounters, particularly, since cur¬ 
rent trends indicate greater use of the field theory in high school mathe¬ 
matics. Often patterns of learning are formed according to teaching 
philosophies, methods and techniques, and it becomes unfortunate if dif¬ 
ferences exist such that the proper foundtion is not developed early in 
life. 
The student of today must be prepared to meet the require¬ 
ments for living with a knowledge of mathematics, for we are 
confronted with the application of mathematics in electronics, 
in the use of computing machinery, in industrial research, in 
automation, and in a dozen other areas which have opened up 
new opportunities and created new demands.1 
Evolution of the problem.—This research grew out of a number of 
expressed reactions by elementary teachers concerning the modern mathe¬ 
matics approach and the possible need for some adjustments to achieve 
greater effectiveness. It was noted at the same time that local, state 
and national emphasis had been placed on the retraining of secondary 
mathematics teachers, while the retraining of the elementary teacher, who 
■''College Entrance Examination Board, Program for College Prepara¬ 
tory Mathematics, A Report of the Commission on Mathematics (New York: 
College Entrance Examination Board, 1959), p. 9. 
h 
prepares the foundation for mathematical growth, was usually handled by 
local school districts or in some cases the individual teacher. 
Secondly, new emphasis involving theories of learning became more 
applicable as school districts changed from traditional to modern mathe¬ 
matics. Teacher retraining became necessary and modern math textbooks 
were widely used. With modern mathematics a part of the regular curri¬ 
culum, some teachers believed that the new approach was confusing to 
students and students could no longer make computations as they once did, 
that their teacher retraining took place very hurriedly and under con¬ 
ditions of stress which made it difficult for real understanding, and 
that it was the student who has been losing in this exchange of approach¬ 
es under the present trend. Therefore, data needed to be obtained and 
evaluated concerning teachers' opinions toward the modern or traditional 
approach, and the application of different theories of learning and phi¬ 
losophies of teaching elementary school mathematics. 
Contribution to educational knowledge.—The writer hoped that this 
study would provide teachers, principals and administrators with needed 
and valid data concerning the teaching of elementary school mathematics. 
Since much research had been done already indicating the need for a 
change from the traditional approach, some evaluation needed to be made 
to determine whether the desired goals were being achieved, and if the 
present direction was the desired one. It was hoped that the findings 
from this study would aid in the evaluation and possible implementation 
of a better program of arithmetic instruction. 
The findings from this study should make the following contributions 
to educational knowledge: 
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1. Suggested improvements for the retraining of teachers 
in modern mathematics should be pointed out. 
2. It should make available opinions of teachers concern¬ 
ing modern and traditional mathematics and the applica¬ 
tion of learning theories. 
3. It should suggest some possible changes or implementations 
for greater classroom teaching effectiveness. 
U. It should point out effective and ineffective philosophies 
of teaching elementary school mathematics. 
5>. It may stimulate teachers to become more aware of the 
trends in the teaching of arithmetic. 
Statement of the problem.—The problem in this study was to iden¬ 
tify and analyze factors which cause elementary school teachers to accept 
or reject modern mathematics. 
Purpose of the study.—The purpose of this study was to investi¬ 
gate the existing situation and identify specific factors which cause a 
selected group of elementary school teachers to accept or reject modern 
mathematics. More specifically, this study proposed to: 
1. Review the literature concerning the latest developments 
in theories of learning and their applications for teach¬ 
ing mathematics at the elementary level. 
2. To develop criteria for judging teachers' opinions of 
the two approaches for teaching elementary mathematics. 
3. To structure and administer instruments for sampling 
individual opinions concerning modern and traditional 
approaches to teaching elementary school mathematics. 
U. To evaluate the characteristics of the respondents 
concerning teacher training and retraining in mathe¬ 
matics and seek suggestions for improvement if it is 
needed. 
5. To provide data for extended investigation involving 
situations of dissatisfaction among elementary teachers 
and the teaching of modern mathematics. 
6. To present the findings, conclusions and recommendations 
in a final thesis copy. 
6 
Scope and limitations.—The data for this study was obtained 
through the use of a specifically designed questionnaire and selected 
test on modern math concepts. The study was further limited in the fol¬ 
lowing manner: 
1. This study was limited to the seven selected schools and 
the elementary classroom teachers employed in these schools. 
2. The selected test to be used in this study was designed to 
evaluate elementary teachers' understanding of basic modern 
mathematics concepts. 
3. This study did not attempt to measure teacher competence 
but to compile their opinions concerning modern and tradi¬ 
tional mathematics, the philosophies of teaching, and the 
theories of learning used in elementary school mathematics. 
Definition of terms.—The significant terms used in this study 
are defined below: 
1. Traditional Approach- This approach at the elementary 
level was concerned with, "the development of skill in 
number operations with whole numbers, fractions, deci¬ 
mals and per cent and the ability to solve problems deal¬ 
ing with social applications of numbers."! This approach 
involves, "more or less isolated facts and operations to 
be measured through repetitive practice."2 
2. Modern Approach- "Emphasis is being placed on (a) helping 
children to understand the structure of the number system 
and how the number system operates in the various number 
processes; (b) the ability to communicate ideas involving 
quantitative relations; and (c) the development of an 
appreciation of the role of mathematics in a time of rapid 
social change and scientific progress."3 
3* Elementary School Mathematics- Elementary school mathe¬ 
matics will be concerned with arithmetic, algebra and 
geometry taught at the elementary level. "Arithmetic 
is the most important phase of elementary mathematics 
but arithmetic does not constitute the entire program 
in this field."U 
^Foster E. Grossnickle, and Leo J. Brueckner, Discovering Mean¬ 
ings in Elementary School Mathematics (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston), 19&3, p. 8. 
^Ibid. p. 10. 
3Ibid., p. 8. 
^Ibid., p. U. 
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Locale of the study.—This study was conducted from Atlanta Uni¬ 
versity, Atlanta, Georgia and involved schools in DeKalb, Fulton, Cobb 
and Monroe Counties along with one school from the Atlanta Public School 
System. All schools were located within a 65 mile radius of Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
Method of research—The Descriptive Survey method of research 
was used with a specifically designed questionnaire to collect the data. 
Description of the instrument.— 
1. A questionnaire was administered that enabled each individual 
to indicate his opinion concerning modern and traditional 
mathematics. 
2. A test involving how well elementary school teachers are pre¬ 
pared for modern mathematics, issued by the National Council 
of Teachers of Mathematics was administered. 
Description of the subjects.—The subjects involved in this study 
were classroom teachers from the selected elementary schools. These 
subjects were composed of teachers from both predominantly Negro and 
predominantly white schools, urban and rural communities, affluent and 
economically deprived environments as well as large and small schools. 
Research procedures.—The procedural steps followed while conduct¬ 
ing this study included the following: 
1. Permission was secured from the proper school officials. 
2. The literature pertinent to the study was surveyed, sum¬ 
marized and organized for presentation. 
3. The specifically designed questionnaire was developed, re¬ 
viewed and evaluated to make sure the purposes of the 
study were fulfilled. 
ii. The questionnaire and special test were administered to 
the selected group of teachers. 
5. The data were collected and analyzed. 
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6. The findings, conclusions, implications and recommenda¬ 
tions have been incorporated into the final thesis. 
Summary of related literature.—In much of the current literature 
related to the teaching of mathematics, emphasis has been placed on the 
importance of making what is being learned vital and meaningful to the 
learner. Investigations have shown that the learning of mathematics at 
the elementary level is greatly facilitated when principles underlying 
the procedures have important implications for all fields of mathematics, 
and when what is to be learned is personally and socially significant. 
Philosophies and theories of teaching.—Parks"*" attempted to cate¬ 
gorize teaching philosophies as being authoritarian, laissez-faire and 
democratic. The authoritarian philosophy assumes that the child is 
largely dependent upon the teacher for the identification and exposition 
of facts and processes in the subject. Laissez-faire assumes that the 
role of the teacher is to allow the child to do anything he wishes to do 
within certain limitations. The democratic philosophy assumes that the 
learner is capable of growing from a dependent to an independent being. 
There are two theories of teaching mathematics at the elementary 
level which differ considerably in points of view. The acceptance or 
rejection of an approach may be affected by one's philosophy of teach¬ 
ing. The first of these has been called the traditional or drill ap¬ 
proach; the second has been called the modern approach. Although there 
exists no standard definition of either theory nor details of methods 
for applying them, there exists a number of general principles which 
clearly indicates the difference between the two points of view. There- 
1Niece B. Parks, "Teachers' Opinions About Modern Mathematics," 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 
Atlanta, Georgia, 1961;. 
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fore, an attempt has been made to illustrate the contrasting principles 
underlying the two theories of teaching mathematics in the elementary 
school. 
Contrasting Principles Underlying Two Theories of the Teaching 
of Arithmetic.^ 
Modern Approach 
1. Learning takes place through 1. 
experiences that are intrin¬ 
sically, genuinely purposeful. 
2. Learning should be meaningful 2 . 
and induce insight. 
3. Discovery of facts, meanings 3. 
and generalizations by the 
learner through inductive 
methods leads to understand¬ 
ing and insight 
1*. Content should be so present¬ 
ed that the preception of re¬ 
lations is facilitated. 
5. A wide variety of learning 
should be provided to extend 
meaning and assure needed 
practice. 
6. Learning is a growth process 
leading gradually to respon¬ 
ses at an increasingly mature 
level. 
Traditional Approach 
Extrinsic devices are effective 
means for motivating learning. 
Learning is a mechanistic neuro¬ 
logical process. 
Authoritative prescription by the 
teacher through deductive pro¬ 
cedures of the facts, ideas, and 
methods to be learned, assures 
correct connections. 
h» Learning consists of the forming 
of specific connections pre¬ 
sented as unrelated elements. 
3. A process of repetitive drill 
assures learning and mastery. 
6. Performance at the adult level 
is expected and required at all 
stages of learning. 
Gage pointed out that analysis and investigations of teaching 
methods reflect patterns involving philosophies of teaching. These pat- 
p 
terns include the following: 
1. Patterns derived from teaching traditions 
^Leo J. Brueckner, Foster E. Grossnickle, and John Reckzeh, Devel¬ 
oping Mathematic Understanding (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1957), P-~7^ 
2 
N. L. Gage (ed.), Handbook of Research on Teaching (Chicago: 
Rand McNally and Company, 1963 ). 
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2. Patterns derived from social learning in the teachers' 
background. 
3. Patterns derived from philosophical traditions 
1*. Patterns generated by the teacher's own needs 
3. Patterns generated by conditions existing in the 
school and community 
6. Patterns derived from scientific research on 
learning. 
Theories of Learning.—Most authorities in the field of education¬ 
al psychology consider two general theories of learning as having in¬ 
fluenced the educational practices of the American school since 1900. 
However, these have several variations, although they stand out as two 
distinct theories which have been referred to as connectionism, or bond 
psychology and gestalt psychology.^- Some writers, however, prefer to 
use three categories commonly referred to as connectionism, conditioning 
and field theory. 
The task of the teacher using the bond approach is to divide know¬ 
ledge into minute quantities that constitute the bonds the child must 
establish. On the other hand, learning, according to gestalt psychology, 
takes place through analysis, structure, restructure, patterns and re- 
p 
organization of a situation. 
Using three categories to describe different learning theories, 
one finds connectionism is generally referred to as learning by the 
establishment of neutral bonds between stimulus and response. This 
David Rappaport, Understanding and Teaching Elementary School 
Mathematics (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966), p- 5. 
2Ibid., p. 6. 
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theory was advanced by E. L. Thorndike and advocates that through repe¬ 
tition, the resistance to the passage of nervous energy along the nerve 
pathways becomes less and less, and, consequently, the performance of 
the act becomes progressively easier.1 This theory led to the formation 
of specific laws and corollaries, which were supposed to govern the learn¬ 
ing process. They included: (a) The Law of Use or Exercise; (b) The 
2 
Law of Effect ; and (c) The Law of Readiness. Conditioning, much like 
connectionism, is fundamentally an associative theory of learning but 
assumes that learning results from a series of associations formed be¬ 
tween stimuli and responses. 
Field theory, however, stresses the wholeness of the learning pro¬ 
cess rather than analysis of its elements. Field theory emphasizes the 
perceptual aspects of learning and holds that real effective learning 
is through insight, or the ability to grasp relationships among the vari¬ 
ous elements in a problem situation. Each theory stresses a somewhat 
different phase of learning which considers individual differences and 
level of learning, but all agree that some kind of motivation is extreme¬ 
ly important. What is needed then, is a comprehensive, scientific des¬ 
cription of the many factors found in different learning situations. 
Writers have made attempts to list points of essential agreement 
among theories of learning. Overman listed the basic principles of 
learning arithmetic as involving the following: (a) Learning must be 
^Fireda Merry and Ralph Merry, The First Two Decades of Life (2nd 
ed. rev; New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 19^8), p^ 319- 
2Ibid. 
3James R. Overman, The Teaching of Arithmetic (Bowling Green, 
Ohio: Lyons and Carnahan, 1961), p. 26. 
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a meaningful process; (b) Learning must be an active process; (c) Learn¬ 
ing must be motivated; (d) The Learner must be ready to learn; and (e) 
Learning must be generalized. 
As one looks closer at the various trends and developments in 
learning, particularly, learning at the elementary level, it should be 
noted that the new interest among academic scholars vary somewhat. 
Some would emphasize the structure of the discipline as the basis for 
selection of content in the elementary school and urge that by teaching 
the overarching concepts and generalizations of a field of knowledge at 
an early age, the pupil will be able to learn specific facts more mean¬ 
ingfully and retain them longer. Others still propose that the struc¬ 
ture of the disciplines should be the determining factor in the selec¬ 
tion of content and insist that each discipline be studied separately 
if its integrity and meaningfulness are to be maintained.-*- However, 
there has existed for some time the idea that more is learned when the 
learner is able to relate specifics to a meaningful framework. 
Scholars consider it a major task of the school, therefore, to 
develop concepts and generalizations that either may be learned outside 
of the school or may be learned more efficiently and systematically in 
school. The concepts, generalizations, and principles a child learns 
become integrated into his personality, resulting in a personality quite 
different from that which would develop had he been exposed to other 
2 
concepts and generalizations. There are at least two different kinds 
Dorothy M. Fraser, "What Content and When, " The National Elemen¬ 
tary Principal, XLII (September, 1962), p. l£. 
^Frederick McDonald, Educational Psychology (San Francisco: Wads¬ 
worth Publishing Company, Inc., 1959), p. 132. 
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of phenomena commonly referred to as concept-learning. One refers to 
the acquiring of a common response, often a name, or to a class of ob¬ 
jects as one type of concept learning. A second type may be referred to 
as the combining of concepts into entities variously referred to as 
"ideas", "facts", "principles", or "rules". Gagne‘S prefers to call this 
"principle-learning". Using the idea of a numberconcept, one knows that 
when a child is able to correctly assign the name "three" to collections 
of any three objects and at the same time not assign it to collections 
of two or four objects, it may be said that the child has learned the 
concept three. But as mathematics teachers and educators will quickly 
point out, this is only the most elementary meaning of what is desired. 
Obviously, they want the child to know that there is a set that may be 
formed by joining the sets two and one, by taking one member from the 
set four, by subtracting zero from the set three, and so on. Perhaps 
all of these together could be called the "meaning of three". But each 
of these is a separate idea or principle. 
The basic reason for the distinction between concept and principle 
according to Gagne, is that they represent two different kinds of learn¬ 
ing capabilities. In the first case, the criterion performance is simply 
being able to answer "which of these collections of objects is three?" 
In the second case, the criterion performance is being able to use the 
concept three in combination. 
Therefore, to learn a principle, one must have previously learned 
the concept of which it is composed. A second difference pertains to 
Robert Gagne, "The Learning of Concepts," The School Review, 
XIII (Autumn, 1963), p. 189. 
lh 
verbal guidance versus pure discovery as a learning method. Learning 
concepts by pure discovery would appear to be an inhumanly inefficient 
thing to do, given the existence of language. But principles can be 
learned by discovery. There is some slight evidence to suggest that 
such a method of learning may be advantageous for retention and transfer 
although it is likely to be more time consuming for initial learning."1" 
McDonald's research indicates that children are continually form¬ 
ing concepts informally and haphazardly as they interact with their en¬ 
vironment. Since some of these concepts are related to the concepts that 
the school is attempting to form, another function of the school is to 
expand, revise and clarify these concepts. The formation of a concept 
is distinguished from rote memorization of verbal definitions. As re- 
2 
quiring a discrimination and a generalization. The process of concept 
formation requires that the learner have extensive experience with the 
phenomena to be conceptualized. This experience may be either direct 
sensory experience of the phenomena or indirect mediated experience. 
One of the functions of the teacher then, is to determine the most appro¬ 
priate kind of experiences to teach particular concepts. 
As reported by Gibb, 
If we are to meet the challenge of teaching mathematics 
in the elementary school, so as to implement today's 
objectives, we must develop mathematical ideas, which 
have their beginning in the elementary school and include 
concepts of set, number, operation, relation, function, 
proof and some basic concepts of geometry.3 
•^Ibid., p. 195- 
2 
McDonald, loc. cit., p. 13U 
q 
Glenadine E. Gibb, "Basic Objectives of the New Mathematics," 
The Education Digest, XXXI (December, 1965), p. U5* 
Another factor involved in the learning process which has become 
widely used in today’s classroom and particularly in the study of mathe¬ 
matics and science, is the discovery approach. It is becoming increas¬ 
ingly more evident that the somewhat inconsistent findings by researchers 
in recent years may actually reflect different learning outcomes, re¬ 
sulting from two or three quite different processes of learning by dis¬ 
covery. 
Research has indicated that there are subtle, but highly important 
differences in the way teachers guide the learning process when students 
are attempting to "discover" mathematical principlesThere is evi¬ 
dence, however, that when the student learns by discovery, he (a) under¬ 
stands what he learns and is better able to remember and to transfer it; 
(b) he learns something the psychologist call a "learning set", or a 
strategy for discovering new principles, and (c) he develops an interest 
in what he learns.2 The use of the discovery method or approach usually 
involves one of the following techniques: 
1. "Providing answer-giving instructions and withholding 
answer seeking instructions. This approach results 
when the teacher guides the learner by revealing the 
mathematical principles through 'hints' which are pro¬ 
vided one at a time. Skillfully employed, the pro¬ 
cedure effectively leads the learner into meaning and 
understanding where he otherwise might not venture or 
which he might simply overlook."3 
2. "Giving answer-seeking instruction and withholding 
answer-giving instruction. The teacher may not give 
the learner any hints which reveal the answer to him, 
but is permitted to suggest alternative plans of 
approach in problem solving strategies."U 
-*-Bert Y. Kersh, "Learning by Discovery: Instructional Strategies," 
The Arithmetic Teacher, XII (October, 1965), p. UlU- 
2Ibid. 
^Ibid., p. Ul5• 
Uibid. 
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The first instructional strategy almost inevitably will teach the 
mathematical principle involved, the second one almost certainly will 
teach a technique for identifying principles which apply to other prob¬ 
lem-solving situations. 
The writer examined many other factors involved in the theories 
of learning, however, the ones discussed play an essential role in this 
study. 
The Curriculum—Although it has been noted that modern mathema¬ 
tics concerns itself with an understanding of structures such as the 
structure of the number system, the understanding of concepts and the 
mastery of ideas and computational skills, one should examine the con¬ 
tent, materials and methods to understand the change in approaches. 
The elementary school mathematics of the past was a narrow, im¬ 
precise treatment of arithmetic.^ Presently, this content has been 
broaden and includes new topics and ideas from algebra and geometry. 
These topics have most recently been presented in an integrated fashion 
involving more geometry, machine calculation, probability and graphing. 
The trend has been to adopt curricula prepared by national groups which 
in itself has led to a problem involving centralization and standardi¬ 
zation through a proposed national curriculum. 
The material of the past consisted largely of chalk and textbook, 
but today's modem mathematics classroom should contain a variety of 
manipulative and visual aids, supplementary books, pamphlets and peri¬ 
odicals. The use of instructional aids has become popular as different 
^Johnson, loc. cit., p. 186. 
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varieties have been invented. By using instructional materials, "to¬ 
day's successful teacher of mathematics is able to communicate ideas, 
build students1 curiosity, direct independent study, pose challenging 
questions, and plan review and reinforcement experiences."^ In fact, 
the material used in teaching modern mathematics has probably already 
caused schools of the future to have extensive storage space in every 
classroom to house films, commercial projectuals, kits, teaching machines, 
demonstration equipment, laboratory devices and the required supplemen¬ 
tary books. 
The modern methods of teaching have perhaps created many signi¬ 
ficant problems. The new curriculum is based on the idea that the true 
purpose of education is the development of ability to think, . . . 
recalling and imagining, classifying and evaluating, analyzing and syn- 
2 
thesizing, and deducing and inferring. Content is necessary but not 
sufficient for a good mathematics program, It has been illustrated 
repeatedly that instructional aids are helpful, but the essential in- 
3 
gredient for success is good instruction. Therefore, the teacher is 
most important, for teachers determine what has to be done with the 
new content and material. 
Training teachers in modern mathematics has not been an easy task, 
for many have resisted change and felt secure with the old trends and 
procedures. Current emphasis upon modern, or contemporary, content has 
^Donovan A. Johnson, "Instructional Materials in the Mathematics 
Classroom," NEA Journal, LVT (May, 1967), p. 39• 
Mildred McQueen, "Rationale for the Changing Curriculum," The 
Education Digest, XXXII (November, 1966), p. i|3. 
3 
Johnson, "Next Steps in School Mathematics," p. 186. 
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brought into sharp focus certain needs in both pre-service and in-service 
education. Too frequently, teachers have not studied the kind of mathe¬ 
matics content that they are being called upon to teach. Consequently, 
there is growing concern for including appropriate work in content mathe¬ 
matics in the pre-service program for elementary teachers.-1- 
The modern approach has called for thoughtful presentations, often 
involving experimentation with new ideas, the use of laboratory lessons, 
audiovisual presentations, learning games or competitive games, pupil- 
directed discussions, discovery lessons, enrichment lessons, and even 
computed mediated individualized instruction. Teaching from this point 
of view has provided many real discovery lessons. 
Examining the laboratory method among others, it was noted that a 
lesson which called for pupils to make measurements involved collecting 
data by experimentation, or by computation, or by survey, and making 
drawings and models which provoked questions, posed problems, involved 
trial and error, and enabled students to draw conclusions. Hence, the 
teacher of today must be adequately trained or retrained to meet the 
needs of young people. 
Modern Programs. There exist several modern programs and specially 
prepared material for use in today's elementary school. 
S.M.S.G., which represents School Mathematics Study Group, was a 
committee of university professors, college teachers, high school teach¬ 
ers of mathematics and elementary teachers, supported by the National 
Science Foundation, for the purpose of developing units in all phases of 
^■J. Fred Weaver and Glenadine Gibb, "Mathematics in the Elementary 
School," Review of Educational Research, XXXIV (June, 19610, p. 28l. 
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mathematics. Its purpose was also to create a sequential program in 
grades K_12. This group differed from others in that, the others 
developed a few innovations and introduced a few new concepts, either 
as enrichment or as part of the regular program. The S.M.S.G. material, 
however, is a radical departure from the traditional curriculum. 
The fourth, fifth, and sixth grade material contain topics 
involving sets, operations with sets, numbers and numerals, 
the number line, numeration systems, the nature and pro¬ 
perties of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division, geometry based on the set concept, prime numbers 
and exponents. 
The University of Illinois Arithmetic Project represents another 
widely used approach or program. The material was introduced by David 
Page and developed by Max Beberman at the University of Illinois. This 
program involves the use of the number line and frames to develop an 
understanding of whole numbers, fractions, negative numbers, the com¬ 
mutative law of addition and multiplication, the associative law for 
addition and multiplication, the distributive law, exponents, equations 
and functions. The aim of this project was to develop material to induce 
reasoning. The frames introduced by Beberman are widely used by program 
directors, textbook writers and teachers.2 
The Madison Project developed material which included algebra and 
some geometry for children in the fourth, fifth and sixth grades. Rappa- 
port contends that, "All children can learn new mathematics."^ This pro¬ 
ject contains materials on sentences, simple equations, quadratic equa¬ 
tions, graphs, signed numbers, inequalities, matric games, identities, 
simultaneous equations, postulates, and logical implications. The 




children use frames in learning the basic concepts of mathematics. 
The Hawley and Suppes Geometry Material was designed for grades 
one, two, and three and permitted children to make geometric construc¬ 
tions with straightedge and compass. These materials exposed children 
to propositions of geometry, as well as, the appropriate vocabulary 
and ideas of length, segment, arc, diameter, similar, square and others. 
One may assume that this material was for a select group of gifted child¬ 
ren but the authors state that this was not intended for gifted children 
but rather for all children.'*' 
■*Tbid., p. U. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION AND TREATMENT OF DATA 
This chapter presents, analyzes, and interprets the data secured 
for this study. First the characteristics of the respondents have been 
analyzed with respect to grade levels taught, sex, age, institutions 
where bachelor’s degrees have been earned, undergraduate majors and 
minors, years of experience, experience at the elementary level, train¬ 
ing in traditional mathematics, training in modern mathematics, present 
teaching assignments and preference of approaches. 
Secondly, with respect to philosophies of teaching, the data has 
been analyzed by categories in terms of the democratic, laissez-faire 
and authoritarian philosophies. Since the democratic philosophy repre¬ 
sents the position advocated in the modern approach, a comparison of 
this philosophy was made with respect to preference of approaches, grade 
levels taught, sex, age, training in both approaches and teaching assign¬ 
ment or present status and preference of approaches. Where respondents 
indicated laissez-faire and/or authoritarian postures, these are dealt 
with in the interpretation and analysis of data. 
Factors involving theories of learning have been presented and 
analyzed according to opinions expressed by the respondents. These 
opinions have been evaluated along with responses concerning factors 
relative to modern content, methods and techniques, as well as, favor- 
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able or unfavorable factors involved in teaching elementary school mathe¬ 
matics. The collected data were sufficient to satisfy the purposes of 
the study and provided numerous implications for improved elementary 
school mathematics programs. 
Finally, the responses to the test involving basic modern mathe¬ 
matics concepts was evaluated, compared with previous opinions expressed 
by the respondents about the programs of modern mathematics, and analyzed 
with respect to findings relating to the Melson study. 
It should be stated that the data which were collected pointed out 
many outstanding features about the schools from which the subjects were 
located. It also accentuated some of the limitations and unfavorable 
features, which would be found in many schools throughout the United 
States. However, it was not the purpose of this study to evaluate 
teachers nor schools but to identify and analyze the factors which cause 
elementary teachers to accept or reject modem mathematics and the teach¬ 
ing approaches involved. 
The Questionnaire.—The response to the questionnaire was except¬ 
ional in that, 139 was the total number of questionnaires distributed 
and 105 of them were returned. This constituted a 75-5>h per cent return 
of questionnaires. Of those not returned, some involved teachers known 
to be ill, on professional leave of absence and engaged in special activi¬ 
ties which took them away from the schools during the period in which 
this study was conducted. However, others were just not returned and 
without explanation. 
The schools involved in the study have been referred to in the 
following manner: Schools referred to as A, B, and F, respectively, 
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are in one county; School D is in a metropolitan city system; School E 
is in the county in which the metropolitan city system is located; 
School C is located in an industrial county, and School G is located in 
a non-metropolitan, primarily agricultural and semi-industrial county. 
Table 1 illustrates the percentage of questionnaires returned for 
the development of this study. 
TABLE 1 






Teachers Returning Per Cent of 
Questionnaires Returns by School 
A 23 21 91.30 
B 26 8 30.77 
C 12 11 91.67 
D 28 20 71.1*3 
E 15 13 86.67 
F 6 6 100.00 
G 29 26 89.66 
Totals 139 105 75-5U 
Hence, the percentage of returns was found to be sufficient for 
securing the much needed information concerning this study. 
Characteristics of the respondents.—Table 2, presents data 
indicating the grade levels taught by the respondents in the various 
schools and the number responding at each level. 
TABLE 2 
GRADE LEVELS TAUGHT BY TEACHERS IN THE SELECTED 
SCHOOLS 
Grade Levels Taught 
Teachers at Each Level by Schools 
A B C D E F G 
1st 1 1 2 2 2 0 U 
2nd 3 0 2 2 2 1 U 
3rd 2 0 3 2 1 2 U 
Uth 3 1 1 5 1 1 5 
5th 3 0 1 2 1 1 U 
6th 3 1 1 U 1 0 2 
7th U 3 1 1 1 1 2 
2nd and 3rd 1 
3rd and Uth 2 
Uth and 5th 1 
5th and 6th 
6th and 7th 2 
*E.M.R. 2 2 
Totals 21 8 11 20 13 6 26 
■ME.M.R.—Educable Mentally Retarded 
Although Table 2 illustrated the exact distribution of teachers 
by grade levels, the data also indicated that 73 or 69.52 per cent of 
the respondents taught in grades one through five and 27 or 25-71 per 
cent taught in grades five through seven, and five were special teach¬ 
ers. Ckily six of the regular teachers were involved with multi-level 
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instruction and there were five E.M.R. teachers. These sub-groups have 
been mentioned here since they provide for various types of analysis 
according to special situations which are found in most elementary 
schools. The overall distribution of teachers or respondents teaching 
at any one grade level was fairly close, ranging from 12 teachers to 17 
teachers for the regular elementary grades. It should be noted that 
Georgia Schools classify grades 1-7 as elementary. 
Sex distribution.—The male respondents represented 11.U3 per 
cent of the population although it was expected the male teachers taking 
part in this study would be rather few. In analyzing the data, it was 
interesting to note the possibility of extreme differences in opinions 
between men and women and their philosophies of teaching and theories 
of learning. These findings have been discussed in more detail in the 
section which provides findings and analyzes of related data dealing 
with philosophies of teaching. The distribution of males and females 
responding to questionnaires for this study is shown in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY SEX 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
Sex A B C D E F G 
Male 2 2 2 3 3 0 0 
Female 19 6 9 17 10 6 26 
Totals 21 8 11 20 13 6 26 
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Age level distributions.—Several trends can be pointed out about 
this population as illustrated in Table k, Age Levels of Teachers. Most 
teachers were found to be between 26-35 years of age or over 1*5. How¬ 
ever, in no school did the respondents over U5 constitute more than 50.0 
per cent of that school's responding faculty. The writer was also aware 
of the range which over 1*5 constituted, particularly, when compared 
with those under 25. However, these age levels provided for periods in 
the life of a teacher which appear to be Crucial periods. 
TABLE U 
DISTRIBUTION OF AGE LEVELS OF RESPONDENTS 
Age Level 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
A B C D E F G 
Under 25 7 1 1 1* 0 0 2 
26 - 35 3 3 1* 7 6 2 6 
36 - 1*5 3 1 l* 7 6 1 6 
Over 1*5 8 3 2 2 1 3 12 
Totals 21 8 11 20 13 6 26 
The findings involving undergraduate majors and minors indicated 
that 56 of the teachers participating in this study were elementary 
education majors. Social Studies ranked second with 10, Home Economics 
third with nine followed by General Education and English. Although 38 
of the 105 respondents indicated that they had no minor field as such, 
most were Education majors. Generally, schools varied in distribution 
with one school having 21 teachers with 10 different majors while 
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another school had 23 teachers responding with a major in the same 
field. Table 5 gives the distribution of the majors and minors of the 
respondents. 
A factor of special interest, particularly, for this study was 
the number of teachers with a major or minor in mathematics or science. 
Only two persons had acquired a minor in mathematics and no one had a 
major in the field of mathematics. Science appeared better than mathe¬ 
matics with one major and four minors, but neither of these could be 
classified as most favorable. Since all students at the elementary 
level must study both science and mathematics and departmentalization 
did exist in all schools, it was expected that a population of this 
nature would depict the present trends in elementary schools. 
In analyzing the data which depicts the institutions where bache¬ 
lor's degrees were earned, several general factors compared favorably 
with research findings concerning school instructional staffs while 
others indicated a need to change the present trend. Since in many 
ways, the schools where bachelor's degrees were earned have provided the 
general training for teachers at the elementary level, many comparisons 
could have been made between the institutions and the opinions expressed 
by graduates. However, a study of this nature would have a large number 
of possibilities from the general data supplied. 
This data indicated 98.10 per cent of the respondents received 
their training from schools located in the south. Seventy-nine and five 
hundredths per cent of these teachers received their degrees from in¬ 
stitutions located in Georgia. It was particularly noticeable that one 
school was composed of a faculty from which 88.U6 per cent of the respon¬ 
dents graduated from the same institution. 
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TABLE 5 
UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS AND MINORS OF THE 
RESPONDENTS 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
Major or Minor 1 B C D Is F G~ 
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TABLE 5—Continued 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
Major or Minor ABODE F G 
Majors - listed in black 
Minors - listed in red 
Table 6 illustrates the distribution of the institutions attended 
by the respondents. 
Although Table 6 indicated the institutions from which degrees 
have been earned, this did not constitute the complete training re¬ 
ceived by the respondents. Ten of the respondents had attained a mas¬ 
ter's degree, while others indicated additional training. Of the 95 
without a master's degree, 21 had acquired an excess of 12 semester 
hours beyond the bachelor's degree. Seven of the 95 had completed from 
10 to 12 semester hours since graduating from college. Nine of the 95 
without a master's degree had from four to six semester hours completed 
and three had completed from one to three semester hours beyond the 
bachelor's degree. Slightly less than half, UU of the 95> had not taken 
any additional work for credit or toward an advanced degree. All of 
the above hours involved credits earned toward a higher degree and an 
analysis was made of non-credit training which will be presented later. 
By comparing Tables 7-A and 7-B, it was noted that master's 
degrees had been earned in Special Education, Reading, Supervision, 
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TABLE 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF INSTITUTIONS WHERE BACHELOR'S 
WERE EARNED 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
Institutions A B C D- E F G 
Georgia: 
Clark College 
Fort Valley State 
Georgia Southern 
Georgia State 
University of Georgia 
LaGrange College 
Morehouse College 
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OF TEACHERS WITH MASTER'S 
DEGREES 
Field 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
A B c D E F G 
Special Education 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Elementary Education 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 
Social Studies 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Supervision 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Reading 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Totals 1 0 1 3 3 2 0 
Social Studies and Elementary Education, with six of the ten degrees 
in Elementary Education. The one person with the master's degree in 
Supervision was found to be a classroom teacher at the 5th grade level. 
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TABLE 7-B 
GRADUATE SEMESTER HOURS COMPLETED (TEACHERS WITH¬ 
OUT MASTER'S DEGREES 
Semester Hours 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
A B C D E F G 
None 13 2 h 5 1 1 18 
One to Three 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 
Four to Six 2 0 0 2 2 0 3 
Seven to Nine 1 3 1 3 2 0 1 
Ten to Twelve 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 
Over Twelve 2 2 3 5 h 2 3 
Totals 20 8 10 17 10 h 26 
The respondent with the master's degree in Special Education was teach¬ 
ing an Educable Mentally Retarded Class. 
The institutions where master's degrees were earned included 
Atlanta University with six graduates, Columbia University with one, 
Peabody College with one and New York University with two. 
Training in Modern and Traditional Mathematics.—Since most of 
the respondents had completed a prescribed course of study during their 
undergraduate training, all had acquired at least one course or three 
semester hours in traditional mathematics. For some, however, this was 
the extent of their mathematics training except workshops and in-service 
training which would have been acquired after getting the bachelor's 
degree. Yet 85 of the 105 respondents or 80.95 per cent had taken six 
hours or less in mathematics. Since most colleges require at least six 
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hours of mathematics to meet requirements for graduation, many of the 
respondents had only minimum requirements. However, when compared with 
training in modern mathematics, 90 of the 105 or 85-71 per cent had com¬ 
pleted six hours or less in modern mathematics. As indicated in Tables 
8-A and 8-B which illustrates the training received in both traditional 
and in modern mathematics, most teachers at the elementary level have 
taken only introductory or general courses in mathematics. Some courses 
may have been content orientated while others may have been method ori¬ 
entated. Only 18 respondents indicated that they had participated in 
a modern mathematics workshop and 31 were involved in an in-service 
program in modern mathematics. In some cases, both activities were at¬ 
tended by the same individual. 
The analysis of these two tables definitely has serious implica¬ 
tions for mathematics instruction at the elementary level. Since 56 
teachers or 53*33 per cent indicated that they had acquired no semester 
hours training in modern mathematics and only a few had attended work¬ 
shops or in-service training programs, it must be assumed that individual 
methods and approaches may be in operation. It was also indicated in 
another part of the study that only nine teachers preferred to teach by 
the traditional approach, leaving the majority of the respondents to 
develop modern mathematics by self taught methods. The writers of mod¬ 
ern mathematics programs feel firmly that to understand the objectives 
of the new mathematics, one should be made aware of the desired goals of 
this program. Without some additional training, many teachers will find 
it impossible to see the real intent of the program, thus using combina¬ 
tions of approaches. 
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TABLE 8-A 
TRAINING IN TRADITIONAL MATHEMATICS 
Semester Hours 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
A B D E — G 
None 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
One to Three 6 1 5 h 3 2 1 
Four to Six 12 6 h 10 6 h 21 
Seven to Nine 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 
Ten to Twelve 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Over Twelve 2 1 1 h 1 0 k 
Totals 21 8 11 20 13 6 26 
TABLE 8-B 
TRAINING IN MODERN MATHEMATICS 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
Semester Hours ~K B 5 I) —1  T —5— 
None 13 3 3 8 7 0 22 
One to Three 1* 3 7 7 5 5 3 
Four to Six 3 2 1 2 1 l 0 
Seven to Nine 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Ten to Twelve 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Over Twelve 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Totals 21 8 11 20 13 6 26 
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Teaching Experiences.—One major factor noted about the years of 
teaching experience at the elementary level and total years of teaching, 
was the fact that more than 50.0 per cent of the respondents had over 
twelve years in the profession. This perhaps indicated that most teach¬ 
ers had taught the traditional mathematics and experienced the transi¬ 
tion which has taken place. It, therefore provided an experienced group 
to assess the present trends as they actually exist in elementary schools. 
The two tables, Table 9-k and Table 9-B provide more information 
about the respondents and indicate that at least eleven teachers have 
taught in situations other than at the elementary level. One school had 
seven of its 21 respondents with less than three years experience while 
another had 22 of its 26 respondents with more than twelve years experi¬ 
ence. The data indicates that within this group, 13 respondents had 
less than three years experience and 13 had taught at the elementary 
level for less than three years. Although 22 had been teaching at the 
elementary level between four and six years, five had taught much longer. 
Of the 16 having taught between seven and twelve years, at least one had 
experience other than at the elementary level. Of the respondents 
having taught for more than twelve years, at least five had additional 
experience in teaching. 
Teaching Assignments.—The results of this study could not have 
been evaluated fairly without some assessment of the type of teaching 
assignments given the respondents. In analyzing the data for this study 
every attempt was made to examine the characteristics of the respondents 
and look for patterns which could possibly produce factors for causing 
elementary school teachers to accept or reject modern mathematics. 
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TABLE 9-A 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE AT THE ELEMENTARY LEVEL 
Years of Experience 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
A B C D E F G 
Less than Three Years 7 0 0 3 0 1 2 
Three to Six Years h 3 2 7 3 0 1 
Seven to Twelve Years 2 1 6 1 2 1 3 
More than Twelve Years 8 h 3 9 6 h 20 
Total 21 8 11 20 13 6 26 
TABLE 9- -B 
TOTAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
Years of Experience A B C D E G 
Less than Three Years 7 0 0 3 0 1 2 
Three to Six Years 1 3 2 h 3 0 1 
Seven to Twelve Years h 1 3 h 1 1 1 
More than Twelve Years 9 h k 9 7 U 22 
Total 21 8 11 20 13 6 26 
From this group, the findings indicated that 63 teachers of the 
103 or 60.00 per cent taught all subjects. Fourteen or 13.33 per cent 
were teachers of mathematics in departmentalized situations and 28 or 
26.67 per cent were teaching in departmentalized situations, but in¬ 
volved with subjects or teaching assignments other than mathematics. 
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Every school involved in the study had at least one teacher who taught 
mathematics in a departmentalized situation. Table 10, Teaching Assign¬ 
ments, shows the distribution of teachers according to their teaching 
assignment during the period of this study. 
TABLE 10 
TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
Teaching Assignments nr B c D E G 
Teach All Subjects 10 5 7 13 8 2 18 
Departmentalized for Math 3 2 3 2 2 1 1 
Departmentalized Other than 
Math 8 1 1 3 3 7 
Totals 21 8 11 20 13 6 26 
Preference of Approaches.—The evaluation which involved the 
characteristics of the respondents could not have been complete without 
some direct indication of the respondents' preference of approaches. 
Technically, the modern approach is distinctive from the traditional 
approach as was explained in the review of the literature. However, all 
possible responses had to be considered and the results did produce in¬ 
teresting findings. 
Of the indicated selections, the modern approach, traditional 
approach, both approaches and neither approach, 36 or 3h.29 per cent 
preferred the modern approach. Only nine or 8.57 per cent preferred 
to continue using the traditional approach with one respondent selecting 
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neither. Surprisingly, 59 or 56.19 per cent chose to use both approaches 
which definitely implied that many teachers were not completely satisfied 
with either approach or had not completely accepted the modern approach. 
Prom the observed data in Table 11, it was apparent that in no 
school did all respondents feel the same way about the preference of 
approaches. However, with the exception of one school, more teachers 
preferred to use both approaches rather than just the modern approach. 
TABLE 11 
PREFERENCE OF APPROACHES 
Preference of Approach 
Number of Respondents by Schools 
A B D E F G 
Modern Approach 6 6 2 9 3 2 8 
Traditional Approach 2 0 2 1 0 2 2 
Both Approaches 13 2 7 10 10 1 16 
Neither Approach 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Totals 21 8 11 20 13 6 26 
Philosophies of Teaching.—The three philosophies of teaching used 
to characterize teachers were the democratic philosophy, the laissez- 
faire philosophy and the authoritarian philosophy. First the philosophies 
of teachers were assessed through the expressed opinions of the respon¬ 
dents. This was done by grouping expressed opinions in terms of strong 
agreement, agreement, undecided, disagreement and strong disagreement. 
Secondly, comparisons were made between teachers' opinions of the demo¬ 
cratic philosophy and the personal information supplied by the respondents 
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with reference to grade level taught, sex, age levels, training, teach¬ 
ing assignments and preference of approaches. 
The findings which relate to opinions concerning philosophies of 
teaching are shown in Table 12 and indicate that 23 teachers agreed 
strongly with the democratic philosophy that learners in their class¬ 
rooms were capable of making discoveries of mathematical facts and under¬ 
standing for themselves with the guidance of the teacher. Fifty-six 
teachers also agreed with this statement but not strongly making a 
total of 75*25 per cent favoring the philosophy which modem mathematics 
advocates. Only 13.33 per cent were undecided about the democratic 
philosophy. Although eleven respondents disagreed and only one dis¬ 
agreed strongly, this constituted only 11.U2 per cent of the group which 
rejected completely the philosophy that the proponents of modern mathe¬ 
matics are stressing. 
TABLE 12 
OPINIONS CONCERNING PHILOSOPHIES OF TEACHING 
Stongly 
Agree Agree Undecided Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 














Democratic 23 21.90 56 53.33 111 13.33 11 10.U8 1 .95 
Laissez-faire 8 7.62 3k 32.38 2lt 23.86 27 25-71 12 1I.U3 
Authoritarian 19 18.10 36 3U.29 Hi 13.33 28 26.67 8 7.62 
Totals 50 126 52 66 21 
The laissez-faire philosophy, which advocates that teachers should 
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allow students to do as they desire, with certain limitations, may be 
classified by some as very progressive. However, in this study it was 
determined that the laissez-faire philosophy was neither accepted nor 
rejected, but rather, opinions were divided on this issue. Of the 105> 
respondents, 3h generally agreed with the principles of this philosophy 
and eight others agreed strongly with the statement accepting this philoso¬ 
phy. Twenty-seven disagreed with the laissez-faire philosophy and 12 more 
disagreed strongly making a total of 39 rejecting this philosophy of 
teaching. The remaining 2h were undecided but those accepting and those 
rejecting differed by only 2.86 per cent. 
The authoritarian philosophy was accepted by more than £0.0 per cent 
of the respondents who indicated that in their classrooms, the learners 
were largely dependent upon the teacher for exposition of facts. Since 
there was agreement in terms of acceptance of the democratic philosophy 
and more than £0.0 per cent of the respondents accepted the authoritarian 
philosophy, the analysis supported the selection of both the traditional 
and modern approaches made by teachers earlier in the study. It also 
indicated that teachers were aware of trends in elementary school modem 
mathematics and knew many of the things expected of them with respect 
to what should be done and what is done. 
It was then necessary to analyze the democratic philosophy adovca- 
ted by the proponents of modern mathematics in terms of special charac¬ 
teristics of the respondents. There were 23 persons that agreed strongly 
with the democratic philosophy but the greatest concentration based on 
the number of teachers at any grade level was at the seventh grade level 
with six of the 13 teachers favoring strongly the democratic philosophy. 
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Second, grade teachers also appeared to accept strongly the democratic 
philosophy but at no grade level did more than £0.0 per cent of the 
respondents strongly favor this philosophy. Not any of the E.MR teachers 
agree strongly that their students were capable of making discoveries 
as proposed in modern mathematics. Perhaps Table 13 which shows the 
distribution of respondents by grade levels and their opinions concern¬ 
ing this philosophy of teaching, would aid in illustrating why it must 
be concluded that the grade level taught was not a major factor for caus¬ 
ing teachers to accept or reject the modern approach. It may be, how¬ 
ever, that seventh grade teachers are becoming more involved with modern 
mathematics and students are making greater application of the use of 
discovery with the aid of the teacher. The conclusion, however, still 
remains that according to the findings from this portion of the study, 
grade levels taught did not play an essential role in determining why 
elementary school teachers have accepted or rejected modern mathematics. 
TABLE 13 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE DEMOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING 




Agree Undecided Disagree 
Strongly 
Agree 
1st 1 9 0 2 0 
2nd 6 7 1 0 0 
3rd U 7 1 2 0 





Agree Agree Undecided Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
5th 1 9 1 1 0 
6th 2 5 2 3 0 
7th 6 3 h 0 0 
2nd and 3rd 0 l 0 0 0 
3rd and Uth 0 1 1 0 0 
Itth and 5 th 0 1 0 0 0 
6th and 7th 0 1 1 0 0 
*E. M. R. 0 l 1 3 0 
Totals 23 56 Hi 11 1 
*E.M.R.—Educable Mentally Retarded 
The next characteristic to be evaluated with respect to the demo¬ 
cratic philosophy was the sex characteristics. It was desirable to 
know if men were accepting the modern approach more readily than women 
or if the greater acceptance was among women. Since the responding group 
contained only 12 men, it was doubtful if the findings would be valid 
for conclusions to be drawn. However, based on the group which was used, 
2^.0 per cent or three of the 12 men did favor strongly the democratic 
philosophy. Another 25.0 per cent agreed, making a total of 50.0 per 
cent that generally accepted this philosophy. In terms of rejections, 
however, 33 1/3 per cent rejected the philosophy and l6 2/3 per cent 
were undecided. Since 21.90 per cent represented all respondents in 
Ii3 
the study who agreed strongly with the democratic philosophy, the 25.0 
per cent of the men who agreed strongly could not be classified as un¬ 
usual. Table Hi shows the responses by sex. 
TABLE Hi 




Agree Agree Undecided Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Male 3 3 2 il 0 
Female 20 53 12 7 1 
Totals 23 56 Hi 11 1 
The female respondents who agreed strongly with the democratic 
philosophy constituted 21.51 per cent, fairly close to the 21.90 per 
cent of the total responses that agreed strongly. However, a difference 
was found among those rejecting the philosophy. There were only 12 
persons rejecting this philosphy but eight of the 12 were women. 
Therefore, this study had indicated that less women rejected the 
philosophy percentagewise but again caution must be taken before accept¬ 
ing sex as a factor since the male respondents were few in number. 
Considerable time was spent attempting to evaluate the opinions 
made by individuals according to the established age level intervals. 
With respect to age, it appeared that responses were fairly evenly 
matched. There were 15 respondents under 25, of these 20.00 per cent 
agreed strongly with the democratic philosophy. Between ages 26 and 35, 
there were 31 respondents, seven or 22.58 per cent agreed strongly. Six 
Uh 
of the 28 respondents between ages 36 and U5 agreed strongly which was 
composed of 21.1+3 per cent in this age level. Finally, seven of the 31 
respondents over U5 or 22.58 per cent of them agreed strongly with the 
philosophy and these percentages were fairly close as indicated. Table 
15 shows the distribution by age levels. 
TABLE 15 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO DEMOCRATIC 





Agree Undecided Disagree Disagree 
Under 25 3 8 1 3 0 
26 - 35 7 17 3 h 0 
36 - U5 6 111 7 1 0 
Over JU5 7 17 3 3 1 
Totals 23 56 lit 11 1 
The assessment of the democratic philosophy with respect to train¬ 
ing in traditional mathematics produced interesting findings. It has 
already been indicated that 20 persons had acquired more than six semes¬ 
ter hours in traditional mathematics with the remaining 85 having six 
hours or less. The data revealed in Table 16-A indicated that of the 22 
persons with 1-3 semester hours, seven agreed strongly with the democra¬ 
tic philosophy or 31.82 per cent. Of those in the U-6 semester hours 
group, lU of the 63 agreed strongly. No one agreed stsrongly in the 
7-9 semester hours category and one each from the 10-12 semester hours 
and the over 12 semester hours groups. 
TABLE 16_A 
RESPONSES TO THE DEMOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING WITH RESPECT 
TO TRAINING IN TRADITIONAL MATHEMATICS 
Semester Hours 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Undecided Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1-3 7 10 2 3 0 
h - 6 lii 32 9 7 1 
7-9 0 li 1 0 0 
10 - 12 1 1 0 0 0 
Over 12 1 9 2 1 0 
None 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals 23 56 Hi 11 1 
RESPONSES 
TABLE 16-B 
TO THE DEMOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING WITH RESPECT 
TO TRAINING IN MODERN MATHEMATICS 
Semester Hours 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Undecided Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1-3 7 15 5 7 0 
h - 6 3 6 0 1 0 
7-9 0 3 0 0 0 
10 - 12 0 0 0 0 1 
Over 12 0 1 0 0 0 
None 13 31 9 3 0 
Totals 23 56 lii 11 1 
In terms of rejections to the democratic philosophy, only one per¬ 
son with more than six semester hours disagreed. Again the percentage 
rejecting the democratic philosophy was fairly close for those with 1-3 
semester hours and those with U-6 semester hours. This same degree of 
rejection did not prevail for the respondents with more than six semester 
hours since only one of the 20 respondents with more than six hours train¬ 
ing in traditional mathematics rejected this philosophy. Table l6-A and 
Table l6-B, therefore, allows one to make comparisons between traditional 
and modern mathematics with respect to the democratic philosophy of teach¬ 
ing. 
The reactions to the democratic philosophy with respect to train¬ 
ing in modern mathematics showed several interesting findings. Only 1$ 
of the 103> had more than three semester credit hours in modern mathematics. 
Thirteen of these 1$ accepted the philosophy, two rejected it and none 
were undecided. 
It had been assumed that the more training one has had in modern 
mathematics, the more strongly he would agree with the democratic philoso¬ 
phy. The findings of this study did not indicate such. If one considers 
more than six hours training in modern mathematics as exceptional for 
elementary teachers, then it should be expected that the respondents 
would be in strong agreement, but none responded in this manner. Four 
of the five meeting this requirement of more than six hours credit in 
modern mathematics did accept the philosophy and the remaining one dis¬ 
agreed strongly. The other category which involved no training in mod¬ 
ern mathematics and those with 1-3 semester hours, had no significant 
implications for accepting or rejecting the democratic philosophy. 
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It was especially important that reactions to the democratic philoso¬ 
phy be assessed with respect to teaching assignments. It was from this 
evaluation that a distinction was made between the respondents who taught 
all subjects, those who taught mathematics in a departmentalized situa¬ 
tion and those whose teaching assignments involved subjects other than 
mathematics. The findings in this study did indicate percentagewise 
that departmentalized teachers for mathematics were in strong agreement 
with the democratic philosophy. 
First, as indicated in Table 17, six of the lh departmentalized 
teachers for mathematics agreed strongly with the democratic philosophy. 
This represented 1;2.85 per cent of the mathematics teachers who appeared 
to be practicing this philosophy. But six more of those found teaching 
mathematics also agreed but not strongly, which represented a total of 
8^.70 per cent of the mathematics teachers accepting the philosophy. 
TABLE 17 
RESPONSES TO THE DEMOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY ACCORDING 




Agree Agree Undecided Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Teach all sub¬ 
jects 11 39 5 7 1 
Departmentalized 
for Mathematics 6 6 0 2 0 
Departmentalized 
not Mathematics 6 11 9 2 0 
Totals 23 56 1U 11 1 
Secondly, the smallest percentage in any group to agree strongly 
with this philosophy of teaching was found among those teaching all sub¬ 
jects where only 11 of the 68 teachers or 17.U6 per cent agreed strongly. 
Teachers in departmentalized situations other than mathematics showed a 
21.ii3 per cent strong agreement which conformed with expectations. 
To evaluate the democratic philosophy of teaching with respect to 
preference of approaches, it was necessary to observe reactions of strong 
agreement found among teachers who preferred the modem approach, those 
favoring the traditional approach, those feeling it necessary to employ 
techniques from both approaches and the one who felt that neither aproach 
was acceptable. There were 36 teachers who considered themselves as us¬ 
ing the modem approach. Only ten of these 36 strongly agreed with the 
philosophy of teaching which is essential for the modern approach. Twenty 
of the 36 did agree, however, making a total of 30 which accepted the 
democratic philosophy. The traditional group which was composed of nine 
teachers showed only one person in strong agreement with this philosophy. 
It was believed that by selecting both approaches many teachers were in 
a transitional state. Yet, 11 of the 59 who preferred to use both approach¬ 
es strongly agreed to the democratic philosophy of teaching. 
Table 18 points out that the largest number of individuals un¬ 
decided about the democratic philosophy of teaching as it involved pre¬ 
ference of appoaches, was among those selecting both approaches. 
Oddly enough, the one individual who strongly disagreed with the 
democratic philosophy of teaching indicated a preference for the modem 
approach and the one individual who selected neither approach strongly 
agreed with the democractic philosophy of teaching. 
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TABLE 18 
RESPONSES TO THE DEMOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING WITH 
RESPECT TO PREFERENCE OF APPROACHES 
Approach 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Undecided Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Modern 10 20 2 3 1 
Traditional 1 a 3 1 0 
Both 11 32 9 7 0 
Neither 1 0 0 0 0 
Totals 23 56 1U 11 1 
Theories of Learning.- -One of the major claims of the proponents 
of modern mathematics is that students understand what is learned and 
are better able to transfer it when learning is by the discovery method. 
In this study, this idea was supported by most respondents. Thirty-two 
of the respondents strongly agreed with the principle of learning by 
discovery and 1|2 just agreed. Among those opposing the idea of learning 
by discovery, ten disagreed and three disagreed strongly. Eighteen were 
undecided, but generally it must be concluded that most respondents did 
accept the theory that students learn specific facts more meaningfully 
and are able to remember and transfer it better when learning by discovery. 
It was then necessary to contrast this idea and obtain the opinions 
of the respondents concerning traditional mathematics which advocated 
the process of repetitive drill to assure learning and mastery. There¬ 
fore, it was expected that individuals accepting the discovery method 
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would also reject the idea that students learn specific facts more mean¬ 
ingfully and retain them longer through memorization and drill. Thirty- 
one respondents did disagree and 17 more disagreed strongly. This, how¬ 
ever did not match the 7U who accepted the discovery method, neither did 
it indicate that more than 50.0 per cent of the respondents had ruled 
out the use of memorization and drill. The determining factor which 
may have indicated a majority for either the discovery method or the 
drill-memorization method, rested with those classified as undecided. 
Twenty-four individuals were found in this category. Yet the findings 
as they were, supported two previous factors which indicated that teach¬ 
ers still believed that both approaches were necessary. Although it 
was known that all responding schools were involved in teaching modern 
mathematics, some resistance to change was apparent from the data secured. 
To continue the assessment of opinions involving theories of learn¬ 
ing as proposed by the tiro approaches, teachers were asked if they believ¬ 
ed that the traditional approach was wrong, misleading, and that students 
had to unlearn as they progressed. Although this idea was most influen¬ 
tial in the development of the modern mathematics programs, elementary 
teachers did not indicate that they agreed with this statement. In fact, 
6k respondents rejected the idea, Ijf? disagreed and 19 strongly disagreed. 
Only two respondents strongly agreed that the traditional approach was 
wrong, 13 did agree and 26 were still undecided. 
Two other theories involved in the learning process were presented 
which were supposed to have contrasting responses. The respondents were 
asked if mathematics was best learned through analysis, structure and 
understanding of the number system as a whole. This actually represented 
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the field theory or gestalt psychology which modern mathematics supports. 
This theory of learning was accepted as 29 agreed strongly and 55 agreed. 
The 8U respondents accepting this theory of learning represented more 
than 75*0 per cent of the teachers involved in the study. Only three 
respondents rejected this approach to learning but 18 still remained 
undecided. 
However, the contrasting theory was that mathematics was best 
learned by studying isolated processes which involved bond psychology. 
Those accepting the field theory or gestalt psychology were expected to 
reject this statement. As expected 37 disagreed and U2 disagreed strong¬ 
ly with a total of 79 or slightly more than 75*0 per cent rejecting this 
theory of learning. Fifteen still were undecided and eleven accepted 
the isolated processes. 
Since the advocates of modern mathematics claim that the modern 
approach guides students toward the development of structural insight, 
the respondents were asked to indicate their opinions concerning this 
statement. Eight agreed strongly, 60 agreed, resulting in 68 favoring 
this statement, which represented more than 50.0 per cent of the respond¬ 
ing group. Twenty-eight were undecided and of those rejecting, seven 
disagreed and two disagreed strongly. 
However, when asked if teaching mathematics from the mechanical 
approach, provided good results, the responses were mixed. Just as 
responses differed in contrasting the discovery versus drill-memorization 
process, it differed between insight versus mechanical approach. Twenty- 
three accepted the mechanical approach, Ul rejected and Ul were undecid¬ 
ed. 
Finally, the theory which had no contrasting counterpart asked if 
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learning elementary school mathematics with emphasis on the meaningful 
approach provided excellent results. The largest acceptance found among 
theories of learning was indicated here. Twenty-nine agreed strongly 
and 62 agreed. This represented 91 respondents leaving only six un¬ 
decided and eight rejecting. Table 19 shows the responses to statements 
involving theories of learning. 
Content-Methods and Techniques.—Not a great deal of emphasis was 
placed on determining teachers opinions of modern mathematics content 
since the content varied according to grade levels and in some situations 
according to textbooks used. However, there were some general opinions 
which involved all teachers. 
First, the writers of modern mathematics programs have stressed 
properties of numbers which are referred to as the associative, commu¬ 
tative and distributive laws and are applicable to addition and multi¬ 
plication. It has been stated by these writers that the laws are neces¬ 
sary for an effective understanding of arithmetic. The respondents in 
this study accepted this statement as 21 agreed strongly and $1 agreed. 
Only seven rejected the statement, five disagreed and two disagreed 
strongly. Twenty-six were undecided. 
Modern mathematics also makes full use of precise language, there¬ 
fore, it was necessary to get teachers' reactions concerning the diffi¬ 
culty of the vocabulary of the "new math". Again, teachers rejected 
the statement that the vocabulary of modem mathematics was very diffi¬ 
cult. Only ten respondents accepted the idea that the vocabulary was 
difficult, 71 believed that it was not difficult and 2h were undecided. 
Another factor of concern involved the introduction of many new 
TABLE 19 
RESPONSES TO THEORIES 
OF LEARNING 
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree Total 
Statement of Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
1. Students learn specific facts 
more meaningfully and are able 
to remember and transfer it 
better when learning is by 
discovery. 32 30.U8 h2 UO.OO 18 17.ia 10 9.52 3 2.86 105 100.00 
2. The traditional approach was 
wrong, misleading and students 
had to unlearn as they pro¬ 
gressed. 2 1.90 13 12.38 26 2a. 76 a5 a2.86 19 18.10 105 100.00 
3. Mathematics is learned best 
through analysis, structure and 
understanding of the number 
system as a whole. 29 27.62 55 52.38 18 17.ia 1 • 95 2 1.90 105 100.00 
a. Modern mathematics guides stud¬ 
ents toward the development of 
structural insight. 8 7.62 60 57.1U 28 26.67 7 6.67 2 1.90 105 100.00 
5. Students learn specific facts 
more meaningfully and retain 
them longer through memorization 
and drill. 8 7.62 25 23.81 2h 22.86 31 29.52 17 16.19 105 100.00 
6. Best results are derived when teach¬ 
ing elementary school mathematics 
from the mechanical approach. 3 2.86 20 19.05 hi 39.0a 3a 32.38 7 6.67 105 100.00 
7. Mathematics is learned best by study¬ 
ing isolated processes. 1 .95 10 9.52 15 ia.29 37 35.2a a2 ao.oo 105 100.00 
8. Best results are derived by learn¬ 
ing elementary school mathematics 
with emphasis on the meaningful 
approach. 29 27.62 62 59.0U 6 5.71 6 5.71 2 1.90 105 99.99 
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ideas. The response was not overwhelmingly in favor of this statement 
as 53 disagreed, nine disagreed strongly and 22 were undecided. Among 
the others, 17 agreed with the statement and four agreed strongly. 
Content may be affected by textbook presentations, readability 
and numerous other factors related to the textbook. Are modern mathe¬ 
matics textbooks easily understood by students? Perhaps students could 
have better answered this question, as teachers had mixed opinions con¬ 
cerning this matter. Again the respondents did not accept nor reject 
the statement expressed positively that modern mathematics textbooks 
are easily understood by students. Thirty-one accepted the statement, 
UO rejected it and 3k were undecided. Table 20 shows a complete dis¬ 
tribution of responses. 
Getting back to opinions which were related to teachers, it was 
interesting to determine if teachers believed that the modern approach 
required too much time for instructional preparation. The respondents 
disagreed as 60 rejected this statement, 21 accepted it and 2k were un¬ 
decided. 
In terms of methods and techniques, most teachers were aware that 
modern mathematics did require a variety of manipulative devices and 
concrete materials. Fifteen respondents agreed strongly and 56 agreed. 
Fifteen rejected the statement, 13 disagreed and two disagreed strongly. 
Nineteen were undecided. 
Opinions Concerning Modern and Traditional Mathematics.—Although 
assessments had been made concerning the characteristics of the respon¬ 
dents, their reactions to the democratic philosophy and opinions con¬ 
cerning theories of learning, it was believed that many of the individuals 
TABLE 20 
RESPONSE TO CONTENT, METHOD AND TECHNIQUES OF TEACHING MODERN MATHEMATICS 
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree Total 
Statement of Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
1. The commutative, associative 
and distributive laws are 
necessary for an effective under¬ 
standing of arithmetic 21 20.00 51 U8.57 26 2U.76 5 a.76 2 1.90 105 99.99 
2. The vocabulary of modern mathe¬ 
matics is too difficult h 3.81 6 5.71 2h 22.86 a 9 a6.67 22 20.95 105 100.00 
3. Too many new ideas are intro¬ 
duced in the modern mathematics h 3.81 17 16.19 22 20.95 53 50.as 9 8.57 105 100.00 
a. Modem mathematics textbooks are 
easily understood by students 6 5.71 25 23.81 3U 32.38 38 36.19 2 1.90 105 99-99 
5. The modern approach requires too 
much time for instructional pre¬ 
paration. 7 6.67 1U 13.33 2k 22.86 U7 aa.76 13 12.38 105 100.00 
6. Modern mathematics requires 
a variety of manipulative devices 
and concrete materials 15 1U.2 9 56 53.33 19 18.10 13 12.38 2 1.90 105 100.00 
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involved in the study would give direct information concerning the 
status of elementary mathematics as viewed by elementary teachers. 
Teachers were given a series of statements to assess, four of 
which were supposed to reflect impressions given them by students about 
the new math. Since elementary teachers work intensively with indi¬ 
vidual students, some of the student reactions could have affected the 
issues in this study. The four statements were: (a) Modern mathe¬ 
matics is too difficult for students, (b) Modern mathematics creates 
much more interest among students than does the traditional approach. 
(c) The modern approach does not meet the needs of most students, and 
(d) Modern mathematics is readily accepted by students. The expressed 
reactions to these statements and others can be found in Table 21. How¬ 
ever, the indications are that in each case more than 50.0 per cent of 
the respondents were in favor of modem mathematics or what it was at¬ 
tempting to do. 
If the four statements were rated in terms of the number of teach¬ 
ers who believed that their students would react favorably toward modern 
mathematics, the findings could be analyzed in the following manner. 
First, in terms of opinions about their students, 72 teachers indicated 
that modern mathematics created much more interest among students than 
did the traditional approach. Then 70 respondents believed that it was 
not difficult for students. Sixty-one answered the statement negatively 
but indicated that the modern approach does meet the needs of most stud¬ 
ents. Although still in agreement with previous statements, 58, just more 
than 50.0 per cent, indicated that modern mathematics was readily accept¬ 
ed by students. The statement which asserted that the modern approach 
TABLE 21 
OPINIONS CONCERNING MODERN AND TRADITIONAL MATHEMATICS 
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree Total 
Statement of items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
1. Modem mathematics is too 
difficult for students. 8 7.62 8 7.62 19 18.10 UO 38.10 30 28.57 105 100.00 
2. More teacher training and/or re¬ 
training is needed for teaching 
modern mathematics 35 33-83 52 1*9-52 9 8.57 7 6.67 2 1.90 105 99.99 
3. Modern mathematics creates much 
more interest among students 
than the traditional approach 
does. 22 20.95 50 1*7.62 23 21.90 9 8.57 1 • 95 105 99.99 
1*. The modern approach does not meet 
the needs of most students. 3 2.86 13 12.38 28 26.67 U2 1*0.00 19 18.10 105 100.00 
5. Modern mathematics limits compu- 
tative efficiency 3 2.86 12 n.lt3 lt2 ItO.OO 33 31.U3 15 H*.29 105 100.01 
6. Modern mathematics is a passing fad. 1* 3.81 10 9.52 38 36.19 35 33.33 18 17.11* 105 99.99 
7. Most elementary teachers consider 
math an enjoyable subject to teach. 11 10. 1*8 25 23.81 33 31.1*3 30 28.57 6 5.71 105 100.00 
8. Departmentalization at the ele¬ 
mentary level elminates most of the 
problems teachers may have with 
modern math. 9 8.57 lt2 1*0.00 27 25.71 21 20.00 6 5.71 105 99.99 
9. Modern math is readly accepted by 
by students 13 12.38 lt5 1*2.86 22 20.95 23 21.90 2 1.90 105 99.99 
10. Modem math requires special mat¬ 
erials which are usually not avail¬ 
able 7 6.67 23 21.90 11 10.1*8 51 1*8.57 13 12.38 105 100.00 
11. With modem math, teachers feel 
pressed to teach material which is 
not thoroughly understood yet. 12 11.U3 39 37. lit 22 20.95 26 21*. 76 6 5.71 105 99.99 
12. Modem math has not been used enough 
to determine its effectiveness lit 13.33 32 30. 1*8 32 30.38 2lt 28.86 3 2.86 105 100.01 
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does not meet the needs of most students left 28 teachers undecided. 
The next series of statements were related to teaching situations 
and general opinions of modern mathematics as viewed by the respondents. 
They included, (a) Modern math limits computative efficiency; (b) modern 
math is a passing fad, (c) most elementary teachers consider math an 
enjoyable subject to teach, and (d) modern math requires special materi¬ 
als which are usually not available. Two of the above statements were 
rejected by a majority of the respondents and no decision, in terms of 
a majority could be made about the other two statements. 
The idea that modern mathematics is a passing fad was rejected with 
caution as 53 of the 105 or 50.U8 per cent of the respondents indicated 
a belief that modern math had acquired a more permanent status. Also 
rejected was the statement that modern math requires special materials 
which are usually not available. The findings, therefore, indicated 
that a majority of the elementary teachers felt assured that materials 
needed to be effective in modern mathematics were available. 
Another important statement presented to the respondents for 
assessment was concerned with limitations in computative efficiency. 
This one belief has caused several school mathematics programs to be re¬ 
evaluated. This issue has been of great concern to Max Beberman, a 
renown proponent of modem mathematics during its early development. 
The statement, modern math limits computative efficiency did not produce 
a majority either accepting or rejecting this statement. Fifteen did 
agree in one way or the other and U8 rejected, as 33 disagreed and 15 
disagreed strongly. Forty-two were undecided which made it difficult 
to evaluate teachers opinions relative to limitations in computative 
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efficiency by students in modem math. Since it was desirable to know 
the reactions to this statement, these findings have implications for 
extended study. 
Most elementary teachers consider mathematics an enjoyable subject 
to teach. This statement showed 36 respondents who believed the state¬ 
ment to be true and 36 who believed it to be false. Thirty-three were 
undecided, therefore, in terms of a majority neither position could be 
accepted. 
The last series of statements attempted to assess possible imple¬ 
mentations and recommendations. The statements were: (a) More teacher 
training and/or retraining is needed for teacher modem mathematics. 
(b) Departmentalization at the elementary level eliminates most of the 
problems teachers may have with modern math, (c) Modern mathematics 
has not been used enough to determine its effectiveness, and (d) With 
modern mathematics, teachers feel pressed to teach materials which are 
not thoroughly understood yet. 
Of the four statements above, three did not produce a majority 
either favoring or rejecting the indicated statement. Fifty-one respon¬ 
dents, slightly less than half accepted the idea, that departmentaliza¬ 
tion would eliminate most of the problems confronted by teachers with 
modern math. Forty-two agreed, nine agreed strongly but 27 rejected 
the statement and 27 were undecided. The possibility was present that 
more problems could be created if proper use of the instructional staff 
did not prevail in this departmentalized situation. 
Again only the findings could be prsented concerning the signi¬ 
ficance use of modern mathematics to determine its effectiveness. 
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Opinions varied as 111 agreed strongly, 32 agreed, 32 were undecided, 
2h disagreed and three disagreed strongly. Similarly, responses pre¬ 
vailed concerning the statement that teachers feel pressed to teach 
material which is not thoroughly understood yet. Fifty-one teachers 
accepted the statement, but 22 were undecided and 32 rejected it. The 
data as indicated in Table 21, page 57> allows for several comparisons 
between statements. 
Finally, the one statement in this series which did receive a 
majority acceptance was the statement that more teacher training and/or 
retraining is needed for teaching modem mathematics. This statement 
definitely concurred with previous findings as 87 of the 105 respondents 
accepted the statement, 35 having agreed strongly. There was no ques¬ 
tion, therefore, that additional training was believed necessary. 
Test results.—Performance on the given test which was designed 
by Ruth Melson to determine teachers' understanding of concepts basic 
to new mathematics, varied tremendously. The raw scores ranged from 
zero to 21 on the 21 item test. 
The performance of teachers involved in this study indicated 
that many of the respondents were familiar with basic modem math con¬ 
cepts. The group selected for this study had a mean score of 11.1*9 
and a standard deviation of 7-09. This, however, was not a normal dis¬ 
tribution since 25 of the respondents made a score of zero. These 
scores represented all teachers involved in the study and most of the 
low scores were among teachers from three of the seven schools. Twenty- 
three of the 25 zero scores came from these three schools. Little dif¬ 
ference was found among teachers who taught all subjects and those 
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teaching in departmentalized situations other than mathematics. Most 
departmentalized teachers for mathematics scored well above the mean. 
The item least familiar to the respondents was the symbol AB 
for line segment AB. Forty of the respondents had this item correct. 
Other items which were frequently missed involved, establishing an 
equation of ratios, another name for the empty set, the intersection of 
two sets and the union of two sets. More respondents were familiar 
with the commutative law for addition and multiplication than any other 
test item. Seventy-five or 71.U3 per cent of the respondents had the 
above stated item answered correctly. Also 68.57 per cent were familiar 
with the structural representation of a base ten numeral. 
A comparison between these results and the results from the Melson 
Study was made in the following manner. In the Melson Study, there were 
13U subjects and five of these had more than 75*0 per cent of the items 
correct. This study had 27 respondents with more than 75*0 per cent of 
the items correctly answered. The Melson Study had 29 of the 13U sub¬ 
jects with less than 25*0 per cent correct and this study showed 29 of 
the 105 respondents with less than 25.0 per cent correct. Since means 
and standard deviations from the Melson Study were not available, more 
extensive comparisons could not be made. It was interesting to note 
that with the exception of those individuals with a zero score, most 
teachers were knowledgeable of basic modern mathematics concepts. 
CHAPTER HI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Rationale.—The American society is a dynamic, changing one with 
knowledge increasing rapidly and unpredictably. Philosophies of teach¬ 
ing and theories of learning are constantly being re-evaluated as attempts 
are made to improve learning techniques and increase retention. The area 
of mathematics has received special attention since it provides the foun¬ 
dation for technological growth, and is an essential element for develop¬ 
ment in practically every phase of life. 
However, the mathematics of a generation ago will not meet the needs 
for the future and research has indicated the need for a change, a change 
to something referred to as modern mathematics. The emphasis is no lon¬ 
ger on computational efficiency and memorization of rules, but on mean¬ 
ings, understandings and generalizations. This change has brought about 
significant problems involving the retraining of teachers, the writing 
of new textbooks, and experimentation with new ideas. Federal support 
has made it possible for many teachers at the secondary and college 
levels to study new developments in mathematics with financial assistance, 
but the elementary teacher, who prepares the foundation for mathematical 
growth, must be re-trained through personal efforts, workshops, or in- 
service training provided locally. 
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Many school systems and some individual teachers at the elementary 
level have exerted themselves to make the desired changes while others 
appear to be only verbally concerned about making such changes as they 
continue to use and stress the traditional approach. Since it is de¬ 
sirable to have a most effective instructional program, consistent in 
its development, it must be determined what factors are causing elemen¬ 
tary school teachers to accept or reject modem mathematics. 
Evolution of the problem.—The writer's interest in this problem 
grew out of expressed reactions by elementary school teachers concern¬ 
ing a need for some adjustment to achieve greater teaching effectiveness 
in elementary mathematics. With modern mathematics a part of the regu¬ 
lar curriculum, some teachers believed that the new approach was con¬ 
fusing to students and students could no longer make computations as they 
once did; that their teacher re-training, if any had been acquired, took 
place very hurriedly and under conditions of stress which made it diffi¬ 
cult for real understanding; and that it was the student who has been 
losing during this exchange of approaches. Therefore, data needed to 
be obtained and evaluated concerning teachers' opinions of modern and 
traditional approaches and the application of different theories of 
learning and philosophies of teaching. 
Contributions to educational knowledge.—The writer hoped that 
this study would provide teachers, prinicpals and administrators with 
needed and valid data concerning the teaching of elementary school 
mathematics. Specifically, it should provide some indications of 
current trends to aid in determining if the desired goals are being 
achieved. It was also hoped that the findings would aid in the evalua¬ 
tion and possible implementation of a better program of arithmetic. 
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Statement of the problem.—The problem in this study was to iden¬ 
tify and analyze factors which cause elementary school teachers to 
accept or reject modern mathematics. 
Purpose of the study.—The purpose of this study was to investi¬ 
gate the present situation and identify specific factors which caused 
a selected group of elementary teachers to accept or reject modern mathe¬ 
matics. More specifically, this study proposed to: 
1. Review the literature concerning the latest developments 
in theories of learning and their applications for teach¬ 
ing mathematics at the elementary level. 
2. To develop criteria for judging teachers' opinions of 
the two approaches for teaching elementary mathematics. 
3. To structure and administer instruments for sampling 
individual opinions concerning modem and traditional 
approaches to teaching elementary school mathematics. 
U. To evaluate the characteristics of the respondents con¬ 
cerning teacher training and re-training in mathematics 
and seek suggestions for improvement if it is needed. 
5. To provide data for extended investigation involving 
situations of dissatisfaction among elementary teachers 
and the teaching of modern mathematics. 
6. To present the findings, conclusions and recommendations 
in a final thesis copy. 
Scope and limitations.—The data for this study were obtained 
through the use of a specifically designed questionnaire and selected 
test on modern math concepts. The study was further limited in the 
following manner: 
1. This study was limited to the seven selected schools 
and the elementary classroom teachers employed in these 
schools. 
The selected test used in this study was designed to 
evaluate elementary teachers' understanding of some basic 
modern mathematics concepts. 
2. 
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3. This study did not attempt to measure teacher competence 
but to compile their opinions concerning modem and 
traditional mathematics, the philosophies of teaching, 
and the theories of learning in elementary school 
mathematics. 
Locale of the study.—This study was conducted from Atlanta Uni¬ 
versity, Atlanta, Georgia and involved schools in DeKalb, Fulton, Cobb, 
and Monroe Counties along with one school from the Atlanta Public School 
System. All schools were located within a 65 mile radius of Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
Method of research.—The Descriptive Survey method of research 
was used with a specially designed questionnaire to collect the data. 
Description of the instrument.— 
1. A questionnaire was administered that enabled each individual 
to indicate his opinion concerning modem and traditional 
mathematics. 
2. A test involving how well elementary school teachers are 
prepared for modern mathematics, issued by the National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics was administered. 
Description of the subjects.—The subjects involved in this study 
were classroom teachers from the selected elementary schools. These sub¬ 
jects were composed of teachers from both predominantly Negro and pre¬ 
dominantly white schools, urban and rural communities, affluent and 
economically deprived environments, as well as, large and small schools. 
Research procedures.—The procedural steps followed while conduc¬ 
ting this study included the following: 
1. Permission was secured from the proper school officials. 
2. The literature pertinent to the study was surveyed, sum¬ 
marized and organized for presentation. 
3. The specifically designed questionnaire was developed, re¬ 
viewed and evaluated to make sure the purposes of the 
study were fulfilled. 
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U. The questionnaire and special test were administered 
to the selected group of teachers. 
5. The data were collected and analyzed. 
6. The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommenda¬ 
tions have been incorporated into the final thesis. 
Summary of related literature.—The review of the literature 
pertinent to the study stressed the following; 
1. Authorities in the field of mathematics recommend that 
in today's mathematics, emphasis should be placed on 
making what is being learned vital and meaningful to 
the learner by teaching for understanding rather than 
through drill and memorization of rules. 
2. Teaching objectives are greatly determined by various 
philosophies of teaching which involve three clearly 
identifiable philosophies, namely authoritarian, 
laissez-faire and democratic. 
3. Analysis and investigations of teaching methods which 
reflect patterns involving philosophies of teacher were 
indicated. 
u. Contrasting principles underlying the two theories in¬ 
volved in teaching by the modern approach and by the 
traditional approach were illustrated. 
!?. Established theories of learning have been reviewed and 
distinctions pointed out between each. These included 
one classification which categorized learning theories 
as connectionism, conditioning and field theory. Other 
writers prefer to categorize learning theories according 
to bond psychology and gestalt psychology. 
6. The distinction between concept learning and principle 
learning as representing two different kinds of learning 
capabilities was presented according to findings by 
Robert Gagne. 
7. The literature pointed out that there is evidence that 
when a student learns by discovery, he (a) understands 
what he learns and is better able to transfer it; (b) he 
learns something the psychologists call a "learning set" 
or a strategy for discovering new principles; and (c) he 
develops an interest in what he learns. 
8. A review of the curriculum as indicated by Donovan A. 
Johnson labels the elementary school mathematics of the 
past as a narrow, imprecise treatment of arithmetic. 
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9. Training teachers in modern mathematics has not been an 
easy task, for many have resisted change and felt secure 
with the old trends and procedures. 
10. The materials of the past consisted largely of chalk and a 
textbook, but today's modem mathematics should contain a 
variety of manipulative devices and visual aids. 
11. The new curriculum is based on the idea that the true 
purpose of education is the development of ability to think, 
. . . recalling and imagining, classifying and evaluating, 
analyzing and synthesizing, and deducing and inferring. 
12. A brief review of modern mathematics programs pointed out 
major distinctions between SMSG - School Mathematics Study 
Group, The University of Illinois Arithmetic Project, the 
Madison Project and the Hawley and Suppes Geometry Materials. 
Major findings.—The analysis and interpretation of data pertinent 
to the findings of this research are summarized in the following sec¬ 
tions below: 
Characteristics of the Respondents 
1. The number of respondents was fairly evenly distributed 
by grade levels with six of the 10$ teachers engaged in 
multi-level instruction. 
2. The male respondents represented 11.1*3 per cent of the 
teachers involved in this study. 
3. The age levels of the respondents were generally distri¬ 
buted and not more than $0.0 per cent of the teachers 
on faculties were found between any of the given intervals. 
1*. Fifty-six of the 10$ respondents were elementary education 
majors, none had a major in mathematics, and two had acquired 
minors in mathematics. 
$. Ninety-eight and one tenth per cent of the respondents re¬ 
ceived their training from schools located in the south and 
79.0$ per cent from Georgia institutions. One particular 
school had 89.1*6 per cent of its respondents from the same 
institution. 
6. Ten of the 10$ respondents had earned master's degrees. 
7. Eighty and ninety-five hundredths per cent of the respondents 
had taken six hours or less in mathematics which included 
requirements for graduation at the undergraduate level. 
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8. Eighty-five and seventy-one hundredths per cent of the 
respondents had completed six hours or less in modern 
mathematics. 
9. Only 18 respondents had participated in a modern mathe¬ 
matics workshop and 31 had been involved in an in-service 
program in modern mathematics. Many of these were the same 
individuals. 
10. Fifty-four teachers had taught for more than 12 years and 
only 13 had taught for less than three years at the ele¬ 
mentary level. 
11. Fifty-three and thirty-three hundredths per cent of the 
respondents did not have any credit hours in modern mathe¬ 
matics . 
12. Sixty per cent of the respondents taught all subjects, 13*33 
per cent were departmentalized teachers of mathematics and 
26.67 per cent worked in departmentalized situations not 
involving mathematics. 
13* Fifty-six and nineteen hundredths per cent of the respond¬ 
ents preferred to use both the modern and traditional 
approaches in their teaching, only 8.57 per cent preferred 
to remain strictly traditional and 3^.29 per cent indicated 
a preference of the modem approach. Only 0.95 per cent 
or one respondent indicated that neither approach was suit¬ 
able. 
Philosophies of Teaching 
1. Both the democratic and authoritarian philosophies were 
accepted by more than fifty per cent of the respondents. 
This, however, did concur with previous findings which 
indicated a preference of both the modern and traditional 
approaches among elementary teachers. 
2. Among this group of respondents, grade level taught was 
found not to be a factor for causing teachers to accept 
or reject modem mathematics. 
3. Individuals with more than six semester hours training 
in modem mathematics accepted but did not agree strongly 
with the democratic philosophy which is advocated by the 
modern approach. One respondent rejected it. 
U. Departmentalized teachers of mathematics accepted the 
democratic philosophy more readily than did teachers of 
all subjects and those in departmentalized situations other 
than mathematics. 
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5. The largest number of respondents undecided about the 
democratic philosophy according to desired approaches 
were among those preferring to use both methods. 
Theories of Learning 
1. Again the respondents supported previous findings which 
advocated the use of both approaches as the idea that 
students learn specific facts more meaningfully and transfer 
it better when learning is by discovery was accepted, but 
the same respondents failed to reject the statement that 
students learn specific facts more meaningfully through 
memorization and drill. 
2. Teachers did not consider the traditional approach as having 
been wrong and misleading thereby causing students to un¬ 
learn as they progressed. 
3. Respondents appeared to be consistently in favor of the 
gestalt psychology of field theory as they accepted the 
idea that mathematics is learned better through analysis, 
structure and understanding of the number system as a 
whole. These respondents also rejected the idea of learn¬ 
ing mathematics by studying isolated processes. 
U. It was indicated by a majority of the respondents that they 
believed modem mathematics does guide students toward the 
development of structual insight, but these same respond¬ 
ents failed to accept or reject the idea that best results 
are derived when teaching from the mechanical approach. 
5. The largest consensus involving any theory of learning 
by these respondents showed 91 of the 105 teachers indica¬ 
ting that present emphasis on learning elementary school 
mathematics should involve a meaningful approach. 
Content, Methods and Techniques 
1. Teachers accepted the idea that the associative, commu¬ 
tative and distributive laws were necessary for an effective 
understanding of arithmetic. 
2. Although modern mathematics makes full use of precise lang¬ 
uage, teachers did not feel that the vocabulary of modem 
mathematics was very difficult neither did it introduce too 
many new ideas. 
3- No conclusions could be drawn concerning the difficulty of 
modern mathematics textbooks as opinions and textbooks 
varied. 
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it. Teachers indicated that modern mathematics does not require 
too much time for instructional preparation, however, it 
does require a variety of manipulative devices and concrete 
materials. 
Opinions Concerning Modem and Traditional Mathematics 
1. Seventy-two of the 105 teachers indicated that modern 
mathematics creates much more interest among students 
than did the traditional approach, 70 believed it was not 
difficult for students, 6l indicated that it meets the needs 
of most students and 58 indicated that it was readily accept- 
ted by students. 
2. It was generally not believed that modern mathematics 
is a passing fad although 36.19 per cent of the respondents 
were undecided about the matter. 
3. Teachers indicated that materials needed to be effective 
in modern mathematics were available. 
It. Opinions varied concerning the statement that modem 
mathematics limits computative efficiency as I|2 teachers 
were undecided about the matter. 
5. Opinions varied concerning mathematics being an enjoyable 
subject to teach. Thirty-six teachers accepted the state¬ 
ment, 36 rejected it and 33 were undecided. 
6. Opinions varied as it has been indicated that a majority 
neither favored nor rejected the statement that depart¬ 
mentalized teaching at the elementary level eliminates 
most of the problems confronted by teachers of modern 
mathematics, that modern mathematics has been used long 
enough to determine its effectiveness and that teachers 
feel pressed to teach material which is not thoroughly 
understood yet. 
7. Eighty-seven of the 105 teachers indicated a need for more 
training and/or re-training for teaching modern mathematics. 
Test Findings 
1. Generally, elementary teachers were familiar with many of 
the basic concepts used in modern mathematics programs, 
however, 23-81 per cent of the respondents did not do well 
on the given test. 
2. When comparing this study with the Melson Study, more 
teachers had 75*0 per cent of the questions correctly 
answered in this study. 
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3. Although the correct answers were given by many teachers, 
the items most frequently missed involved symbols and 
modern terminology, establishing equations of ratios, and 
the union and intersection of sets. 
Conclusions and implications.—The major findings of this research 
support the conclusions and implications pertaining to this study. Since 
the problem in this study was to identify and analyse factors which cause 
elementary school teachers to accept or reject modern mathematics, these 
factors have been listed in the conclusions and implications which fol¬ 
low: 
A. Factors which cause elementary school teachers to accept 
modern mathematics and the modern approach. 
1. Modern mathematics has created much more interest among 
students than did the traditional approach. 
2. Many teachers indicated that they believed modern mathe¬ 
matics to be meeting the needs of most students. 
3. Materials needed to be effective in modern mathematics 
are available. 
h- Those directly involved as departmentalized teachers 
of mathematics are gaining additional experience and 
understanding through use of the modem program. 
$. More application of modern mathematics concepts are 
being accepted and used by teachers. 
6. Generally, teachers believe that students are not find¬ 
ing the new approach difficult and, therefore, students 
are readily accepting the new math. 
7. Teachers have ruled out the idea of modern mathematics 
as a passing fad. 
8. More teachers are supporting the idea that specific 
facts are learned more meaningfully when learning is 
by discovery. 
9- Teachers are accepting gestalt psychology and the 
ideas that mathematics is learned better through analy¬ 
sis, structure and understanding of the number system as 
a whole. 
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10. Modern mathematics guides students toward the develop¬ 
ment of structual insight. 
B. Factors which cause elementary school teachers to reject 
modern mathematics and the modern approach. 
1. Many teacher's training in mathematics has been limited 
and already weak backgrounds have created fear of the 
new pograms. 
2. Inservice education had not reached a majority of these 
respondents, therefore, other teachers are probably 
lacking the experiences offered by in-service training 
programs. 
3. The use of both approaches implied possible insecurity, 
lack of thorough understanding, lack of effectiveness 
with students, or the natural thing to do during a period 
of transition. 
h. Resistance to change is still maintained among teachers 
at all levels, ages, and sexes. 
5. Many teachers still feel that memorization and drill are 
essential in learning mathematics and it must be con¬ 
tinued. 
6. Elementary teachers indicated that they did not believe 
the traditional approach was wrong and misleading, there¬ 
fore, the need for a new approach may not be warranted. 
7. Although teachers indicated that the language of modern 
mathematics was not difficult, it is known to be very 
precise and evidence indicated the possibility of un¬ 
familiarity with the language by some teachers. 
8. Since only 31*.29 per cent indicated that mathematics 
was an enjoyable subject to teach, it is probably dif¬ 
ficult for many teachers to exert themselves and make 
tremendous progress in this area. 
9. Since the idea that modern mathematics had been used 
long enough to determine its effectiveness, was neither 
accepted nor rejected, many teachers may still be in 
doubt about full acceptance. 
10. Since over 5>0.0 per cent of the teachers have had more 
than twelve years experience at the elementary level, 
most were traditional orientated and some will continue 
to teach as they were taught. 
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Recommendations. — On the basis of major findings, conclusions and 
implications, the following recommendations are made to the administrators 
and teaching staffs: 
1. It is recommended that efforts be made to provide teachers 
with in-service experiences in modern mathematics possibly 
through educational television and other communicative means. 
2. It is recommended that teachers be encouraged to take 
one approach so that the student will not suffer as he 
moves up through various mathematics courses. 
3. It is recommended that in departmentalized situations, 
efforts be made to secure individuals specifically trained 
in the area of mathematics to teach the modern mathematics. 
U. It is recommended that highly trained teachers, skilled 
in mathematics be given more opportunity to work with 
teachers to upgrade elementary school mathematics. 
5. It is recommended that teachers continue to be encouraged 
to make use of innovations in education and use new equip¬ 
ment where better results can be foreseen. 
6. It is recommended that the findings from this study be 
reviewed and situations found undesirable be improved. 
7. It is recommended that administrators be commended where 
good instructional staffs have been selected and maintained. 
8. It is recommended that teachers be commended who have con¬ 
tinued to grow professionally and maintained an open mind 
for new developments in the field of education. 
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This survey is being conducted to assess the opinions of elementary 
classroom teachers toward modern and traditional mathematics and the 
teaching approach involved. Your candid opinion concerning various 
philosophies of teaching, theories of learning and the effectiveness 
of modern content, methods and techniques is desired. Please note 
that you are not required to sign the questionnaire and no attempt 
will be made to identify individual teachers. It is desirable, how¬ 
ever that we get a true assessment of the status of elementary school 
mathematics and identify existing problems encountered by teachers at 
the elementary level. 
Part I 
Personal Information 
1. Please check the grade level which you now teach. 
1st 2nd 3rd Uth 5th 6th 7th 
2. Sex : Male Female 
3. Age: Under 25  (26-35)  (36-145)  Over 1;5 
I4. Name and location of institutions where you have earned degrees. 
(a) Bachelor's: Name  
Location  
(b) Master's: Name  
Location 
5. Indicate the type of bachelor's degree earned. 
(a) F.S. (b) B.A. (c) Other Specify 
6. What was your undergraduate major and minor? 
(a) Major 
(b) Minor 
7. If you have also earned a master's degree, plese indicate the type 
of degree and list the area of specialization. 
(a) Have not earned the Master's degree 
(b) M. A. ) " ) 
(c) M.S. ) L Area of specialization 
(d) M. Ed.) f ' 
(e) Other ) j 1 Year degree completed 
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8. How many years have you been teaching? 
(a) Less than 3 years 
(b) It - 7 years 
(c) 7-12 years 
(d) More than 12 years 
9. If you do not hold a master's degree, indicate the number of graduate 
semester hours completed. (Note: 5> quarter hours equal 3 1/3 
semester hours) 
(a) None (d) 7-9 sem -*hours. 
(b) 1 - 3 sem. hrs. (e) 10-12 sem. hrs. 
(c) h - 6 sem. hrs. (f) More than 12 sem. hrs. 
10. Indicate the number of credit hours you have completed in traditional 
mathematics. 
(a) None (d) 7-9 sem. hrs. 
(b) 1-3 sem. hrs. (e) 10 - 12 sem. hrs. 
(c) h - 6 sem. hrs. (f) More than 12 sem. hrs. 
11. Indicate the number of hours of non- -credit training in traditional 
mathematics. 
(a) None 
(b) In-service education - Number of hours  
(c) Workshops - Number of hours_  
(d) Other - specify - Number of hours  
12. Indicate the number of credit hours you have completed in modern 
mathematics. 
(a) None (d) 7-9 sem. hrs. 
(b) 1-3 sem. hrs. (e) 10 - 12 sem. hrs. 
(c) k - 6 sem. hrs. (f) More than 12 sem. hrs 
13. Indicate the number of credit hours training in modern mathematics. 
(a) None 
(b) In-service education - Number of hours  
(c) Workshops - Number of hours  
(d) Other - specify - Number of hours  
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lU - How many years have you been teaching at the elementary level? 
(a) Less than 3 years 
(b) h - 7 years 
(c) 7 - 12 years 
(d) More than 12 years 
15> • Please check the space most appropriate to your present position. 
(a) Teach all subjects 
(b) Departmentalized teacher for mathematics 
(c) Departmentalized teacher for subjects other than 
arithmetic or mathematics 
(d) Team teacher responsible for math instruction 
(e) Team teacher not responsible for math instruction 
16. In teaching elementary school mathematics, which approach do you 
prefer? 
(a) Modern approach 
(b) Traditional approach 
(c) Both 
(d) ' Neither 
Part II 
The following statements concern philosophies of teaching, theories of 
learning, and methods, techniques and materials used in modern and 
traditional mathematics. Please indicate your attitude toward the 
described statement by rating each on a scale extending from "Strongly 
Agree" to "Strongly Disagree". 
This instrument was designed to obtain your opinion about various 
aspects of modern and traditional mathematics programs and to help 
identify and analyze factors which cause elementary teachers to accept 
or reject either approach. 
You are asked to: (l) Decide whether you agree or disagree with a 
statement and (2) Indicate how strongly you feel about your decision by 
circling the number to the right of the statement which best describes 
your feeling. The rating scale is set up as follows: 
(Strongly Agree) (Agree) (Undecided) (Disagree) (Strongly Disagree) 
SA A U D SD 



















In my classroom, the learner is capable of making 
discoveries of mathematical facts and tinderstand¬ 
ing for himself with the guidance of the teacher. 1 2 
Mathematics is learned best by studying isolated 
processes. 1 2 
Students learn specific facts more meaningfully 
and are able to remember and transfer it better 
when learning by discovery. 1 2 
Modern math is too difficult for students. 1 2 
The commutative, associative and distributive 
laws are necessary for an effective understanding 
of arithmetic. 1 2 
More teacher training and/or re-training is needed 
for teaching modem mathematics. 1 2 
Modem math creates much more interest among 
student than the traditional approach. 1 2 
The modem approach does not meet the needs of 
most stu ents. 1 2 
The traditional approach was wrong, misleading 
and students had to unlearn as they progressed. 1 2 
Modem math limits computative efficiency. 1 2 
In my classroom, the learner is largely dependent 
upon the teacher for identification and exposition 
of cts. 1 2 
Mathematics is learned best through analysis, 
structure and understanding of the number system as 
a whole. 1 2 
Best results are derived by teaching elementary 
school math with emphasis on the meaningful 
approach. 1 2 
The vocabulary of modem math is too difficult. 1 2 
Modem math is a passing fad. 1 2 
U D SD 
3 k 3 
3 h 3 
3 h 3 
3 k 3 
3 U 3 
3 h 3 
3 U 3 
3 h 3 
3 h 3 
3 h 3 
3 h 3 
3 h 3 
3 h 3 
3 U 3 
3 U 3 
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Statement SA 
16. Most elementary school teachers consider 
math an enjoyable subject to teach. 1 
17. Too many new ideas are introduced in the 
modern mathematics 1 
18. Departmentalization at the elementary 
level eliminates most of the problems 
teachers may have with modern math. 1 
19. Modern math guides students toward the 
development of structual insight. 1 
20. Teachers should allow students to do as 
the student desires with certain limita¬ 
tions . 1 
21. Students learn specific facts more mean¬ 
ingfully and retain them longer through 
memorization and rill. 1 
22. Best results are derived when teaching 
elementary school math from the mechanical 
approach. 1 
23. Modern math textbooks are easily understood 
by students. 1 
2h. Modern math is readily accepted by students. 1 
29 • The modern appoach requires too much time 
for instructional preparation. 1 
26. Modern math requires special materials 
which are usually not available. 1 
27. With modern mathematics, teachers feel 
pressed to teach material which is not 
thoroughly understood yet. 1 
28. Modern math requires a variety of manipu¬ 
lative devices and concrete materials. 1 
A U D 
2 3 h 
2 3 h 
2 3 h 
2 3 li 
2 3 ii 
2 3 ii 
2 3 ii 
2 3 il 
2 3 il 
2 3 il 
2 3 il 
2 3 il 















29. Modern mathematics has not been used 
enough to determine its effectiveness. 1 2 3 it 3 
8U 
The following questions involve modem mathematics concepts. These 
questions have been used in several studies involving teachers at the 
elementary level. The questions are not submitted to test teacher's 
competence, but to evaluate the general trend in which teachers are be¬ 
ing prepared for modem mathematics. 
1. Set A = {2, U, 6, 8, 10} 
Set B = £6, 8, 10, 12} 
A O B = 
3. Set K = (30, UO, 70} 
Set M = £50, 60, 70> 
K U M = 
5. What symbol is used to represent 
an empty set? 
7. Write a base-ten numeral to 
represent this values 
12 hundreds U tens 13 ones 
9. In the number 56, base eight, 
what value does the "5" 
represent? Use a base ten 
numeral to express your answer. 
12. Are all squares rectangles? 
2. Set Y = £ll, 13, 15, 17, 19} 
Set Z = £13, 153- 
Set Z is a of Set Y 
U. Another name for the empty 
set is  set. 
6. Sets A and B are identical 
sets. Show the members of 
Set B if 
Set A = {30, 32, 310- 
Set B = 
8. Write a base-ten numeral 
that represents the same 
quantity that 3U2 in base 
five represents. 
10. What does the symbol”HB 
mean?  
11. Are all rectangles quadri¬ 
laterals? 
13.’ A right angle is an angle of 
 degrees. 
lU. What is the fewest number of sides 
a polygon can have? 
16. 
B 
AB, BC and CA are congruent. 
A ABC is an __________ 
triangle. 
l5• Indicate whether the statement 
below are true or false 
regarding this picture by 
circling T if true or F if 
false. 
C 
(a) T F Two rays are shown 
(b) T F Ray BD is longer 
than ray BC. 
(c) T F The angle shown in 
the figure is angle 
DBC. 
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17. Determine if the following are true or false by circling T if true 
or F if false: 
(a) T F (5 X 6) - 8 <200 (liX2). 
(b) JJT (6 + 8) X 10 > (U X 5) X 6. 
(c) T F (15 -f 3) + U0 <. (10 + 10) X 2. 
18. b X 5 = 5 X U Show the application of the law. 
19. 10 X (3 + 5) = (10 X 3) + (10 X 5) shows the application of the 
law. 
20. (12 X U) X 6 = 12 X (U X 6) shows the application of the 
law. 
21. Write an equation of ratios to represent this problem: A train 
traveled 180 miles while an airplane traveled 1,200 miles. If they 
continue at the same rate, how far will the train travel by the time 
the airplane travels 3,600 miles? 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR RESPONSE TO THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 
